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Preface
Most State funding for elementary
secondary education in Virginia is
provided based on the State share of the costs
Standards of Quality (SOQ). The
SOQ are the State's minimum requirements for a high quality program in all school
divisions across the Commonwealth. The SOQ have cost implications, and the State
has a cost methodology to estimate the cost impact of the standards. The State also has
a distribution methodology, to determine State and local responsibility for funding the
SOQ.
The cost of competing was first proposed as a specific, operational factor in
Virginia's education funding formula in the 1988 Joint Legislative Audit and Review
Commission (JLARC) report, Funding the Standards of Quality, Part II: SOQ Costs and
Distribution. As described the 1988 JLARC report, the cost of competing refers to the
idea that in ways beyond the control of school divisions,
price school divisions must
pay for their personnel can be influenced by
need to compete in a regional labor
market. The 1988 study proposed that the State recognize a higher cost of competing for
school division personnel in Northern Virginia, as the State does for its own classified
employees in Northern Virginia.
Item 15 of the 1995 Appropriation Act directs JLARC to examine the cost of
competing for personnel inNorthern Virginia school divisions. This study was requested
to find alternative ways of refining the cost of competing adjustment to SOQ funding with
a logical, objective rationale. This study examines the evidence indicating that a cost of
competing adjustment is still needed, and the options
for refining the cost of
competing , djustment and providing State funding for it.
We would like to express our appreciation for
assistance extended to us by
the staff of the Department of Education in applying the current SOQ cost model to
alternative cost and funding approaches identified

Philip
Leone
Director
November 13, 1995
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a higher cost of competing !or school

personnel in Northern Virginia, as
the
does !or its own classified employees in Northern Virginia.
Cost of competing adjustments have
included in Standards of Quality (SOQ)
since 1988, although approaches
calculating the adjustments have been
changing. This study, required by Item 15 of
the 1995 Appropriation Act, updates and
extends work regarding the cost of competing that was initiated in the 1988 JLARC
Further, the study mandate also
spE>Cifies that this study "shall compare professions that are directly competitive with
of positions that are required to
implement the Standards of Quality." Constudy examines the evidence
indicating that a cost of competing adjustment is still needed, and the options available for refining the cost of competing adjustment and providing Stale funding for it.

Cost of Competing Adjustment
Is Still Needed

Four converging sets of indicators demonstrate the current need and appropriateness
a cost of competing adjustment in
SOQ
The cost of competing was first proposed
as a specific, operational factor in Virginia's
education funding formula in the 1988 Joint
Legislative Audit and Review Commission
(JLARC) report, Funding the Standards
Quality, Part//: SOQ Costs and Distribution.
As described in the 1988 JLARC report, the
cost of competing refers to the idea that in
ways beyond the control of school divisions,
the price school divisions must pay
their
personnel can be influenced by the
to
compete in a regional labor market The
1988 study proposed that the State rAf'r>n-

• Wage data from the Virginia Employment Commission show that there
are different regional wage markets
in Virginia, with the biggest difference
between Northern Virginia and
the rest of the State.
• Regional consumer price index measures show that there are regional
cost of living differences in Virginia,
again with the biggest difference beNorthern Virginia and
the State.

• Regional cost
differentials for
have already been
recognized as necessary and provided by State agencies for State
classified employees in Northern Virginia.

@

The Virginia
College System (VCCS) Policy approach applies
cost of competing di!lerentials
the VCCS in budgeting lor
Northern Virginia Community College.
Stratified Match approach att;ornrYI<: to match categories of school
division positions more closely with
selected comparable State classified
positions that are provided a Northern Virginia cost of competing differ-

• Other states, as well as Virginia, currently include regional education cost
differences as a factor in public education funding.
Taken together, these four sets of indicators
show that there still is a need for taking the
regional cost of competing into account in
SOQ funding.

All three approaches have a key as-

'''""'"n""' in common:

that the State should
mr""''n"'"' Northern Virginia school division
rArunt"'"' costs of competing in a way that is
own practices regarding
own employees in Northern Virginia. In
wc>rrt:~. il the State already recognizes
that in order to be competitive in hiring and
its own employees it has to recogmarket
nize that the Northern Virginia
higher salaries than other regions
in the State,
it should also recognize
school divisions face
same conditions as wei!. However,
these three options provide different ways of
im•niAmrmtinn this assumption. This report
u:~•'-'U'>,HO», for each Of these three alternative approaches, its rationale and method of
then its advantages and
disadvantages.
1/ILrsttrat,lve State
Options.
cost of competing estimate,
also have to determine how
cost of competing adjustment.
has options available to it, other
rhiiirRirilv deflating the cost estimate,
would deal more directly with the State
funding issue if the estimate is perceived to
be too expensive. Two types
illustrative
options are examined:

Illustrative Options for Refining
the Cost of Competing Adjustment

Two broad classes of options regarding
the cost of competing adjustment are examined in this study: cost calculation options
and State funding options.
calculation
options focus on possible methodological
approaches to the cost of competing differential calculation, regardless of the implications for SOQ funding. The State funding
options focus on alternatives available to the
State regarding how it could pay its share of
the cost of competing adjustment, given that
the differential has been objectively
mined. By considering these two classes ol
options separately,
likelihood of funding
concerns overriding the
and consideration of legitimate SOQ costs can
reduced.
Cost Calculation Op,tlons,
alternative approaches
cost of competing
are A¥1omin~~rl
in this study:
• The Linear
approach attempts to summarize in a
single number current State employee
practices across all of its job classes
with employees in Northern

and

II

cost

competing

• funding only at the level of the cost of
competing that is recognized
teachers (that is, applying the teachers' differential to all other positions
as well).
The background and rationale behind each
State funding option is discussed in the
report, along with its estimated SOQ cost
impact and its advantages and disadvan·
!ages. Details on the cost impacts associated with each funding option on all affected
individual school divisions are shown in Appendix E of the report.
Taking the three cost calculation op·
lions and the two State funding options
together, six possible combinations of cost
calculation and Stale funding options are
available. Illustrative SOQ cost estimates
that would correspond with each combine·
tion of cost calculation and State funding
options were generated by Department of
Education staff, using the current SOQ cost
model (see table below). The current policy
for funding the cost of competing adjustment
corresponds to the shaded item in the table:
using a "Fund Only at Teachers' Rate" option combined with a "Stratified Match" cost
calculation approach. To illustrate, the table

below indicates the added cost to the State
its full share o! the Stratified
Match cost approach would be approximately
$5.9 million in Fiscal Year 1996. Further, to
match the additional State funding, North·
em Virginia localities minimum baseline SOQ
expenditures would be required to increase
by an additional $13.4 million.
In sum, this study found: (1) a cost of
competing adjustment to SOQ funding is still
needed
appropriate, especially because
the State has to provide cost of competing
differentials lor its own employees in North·
ern Virginia; and (2) this adjustment could
be relined by more carefully matching all
categories of school division positions required to implement the SOQ with compa·
rable State classified positions. While there
is room lor further refinement in the future,
the Stratified Match calculation used in this
"'uuv. fully funded, is a reasonable step in
improving the cost o! competing adjustment.
This refinement would cost the State an
additional $5.9 million, and require a higher
minimum baseline expenditure of $13.4 mil·
lion per year in Northern Virginia. But these
additional costs would reflect more accurately the costs ol implementing the SOQ in
Northern Virginia school divisions.

Statewide FY 1996 SOQ Costs to State Government
Under Alternative State Funding and Cost Calculation Options

State Funding Option

Cost Calculation Option
Linear
VCCS Policy
Stratified Match
Weighted Average

Fund Full Cost of
Competing Adjustment

$2,556,1

$2,547,788,389

Fund Only at
Teachers'Rate

$2,556,1

104,605

Note:

$2,553,456,543

Shaded area denotes current funding policy.

Source: Department o! Education SOO

model runs,

FY 1995,96 funding estimates.
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I. Introduction
Most State funding for elementary and secondary education in Virginia is
provided based on the State share of the costs for the Standards of Quality (SOQ). The
SOQ are the State's minimum requirements for a high quality program in all school
divisions across the Commonwealth. The SOQ have cost implications, and the State has
a cost methodology to estimate the cost impact ofthe standards. The State also has a
distribution methodology, to determine State and local responsibility for funding the
SOQ.
The cost of competing was first proposed as a specific, operational factor in
Virginia's education funding formula in the 1988 Joint Legislative Audit and Review
Commission (JLARC) report, Funding the Standards of Quality, Part II: SOQ Costs and
Distribution. As described in the 1988 JLARC report, the cost of competing refers to the
idea that in ways beyond the control of school divisions, the price school divisions must
pay for their personnel can be influenced by the need to compete in a regional labor
market. The 1988 study proposed that the State recognize a higher cost of competing for
school division personnel in Northern Virginia, as the State does for its own classified
employees in Northern Virginia.
Cost of competing adjustments have been included in SOQ funding since 1988,
although approaches for calculating the adjustments have been changing. This study
updates and extends work regarding the cost of competing that was initiated in the 1988
JLARC study. This study examines the evidence indicating that a cost of competing
adjustment is still needed, and the options available for refining the cost of competing
adjustment and providing State funding for it.

CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK
The 1988 JLARC SOQ study set up the basic conceptual framework for
considering the cost of competing in SOQ funding. As stated in the 1988 report, the
funding system of the Standards of Quality can be designed to promote a number of
different broad goals. JLARC staff identified many of these different goals, and
determined that, within the constitutional and statutory framework in Virginia for the
SOQ, two appear to be primary: pupil equity and tax equity.
Pupil equity is defined as the provision of the resources necessary for a
meaningful foundation program of education for the pupils in all school divisions. The
"meaningful foundation program" is defined by the SOQ, and the key to achieving pupil
equity is to calculate accurately and fully tbe costs in each school division that can be
attributed to the Standards. The cost of competing is one ofthe factors relating to pupil
equity that were identified in the 1988 JLARC report.
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The other
goal, tax equity, entails ensnring that the proportion of
resources required
local governments to
an education program does not vary
too greatly. It was assumed in the 1988 study, and is assumed in this study as well, that
the cost of competing is not a tax equity issue,
rather a pupil equity issue.

Relationship Between Pupil

Competing Adjustment

The 1988 SOQ study found that more
be done at that time to promote pupil
equity. As the 1988 report states, a key aspect to promoting pupil equity in SOQ cost
calculations is to recognize unique circumstances beyond local control that increase local
the current funding system to place
costs. At the time of the study, JLARC staff
too heavy a reliance on a single per-pupil costfor all localities in funding the SOQ. JLARC
staff identified three factors for which local differences should be recognized:

• SOQ Instructional Staffing Levels,
staff identified several school
than the quantified minimum SOQ
divisions :requiring staffing
required staffing levels, generally because of diseconomies of scale in sparselypopulated localities.
• Pupil Transportation.
indicated that two key factors
largely beyond local control have an impact on costs: the number of pupils
transported and land area. Given the major differences in the cost per pupil
transported, pupil equity was found to be improved by grouping localities
based on land area and pupils transported, and recognizing cost differences.
• Cost of Competing in Regional Labor Markets. JLARC staff examined data
indicating differences in wages in regionaljob markets, especially in Northern
Virginia, This factor raised equity concerns because competing in higher-cost
regional wage markets is a factor beyond local control. JLARC staff concluded
that adjusting
salary differences in Northern Virginia, as the State does
for its own classified employees, would improve pupil equity by recognizing
cost differences that are beyond
controL
Since 1988 these
factors have been adopted
the costs of funding the SOQ,

the General Assembly in calculating

Objections
been raised since
1988 study that recognizing the cost of
competing results in more State
Virginia localities rather than
to other, less wealthy regions of
These objections, however, obscure the
fundamental distinction
pupil
and tax equity. Pupil equity is concerned
with estimating the SOQ costs
a g1ven
of pupils, regardless of the fiscal condition
of the locality in which the pupils reside. Tax equity, on the other hand, is concerned with
the resources the locality has to help pay
these costs, The key issue is that the 1988
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JLARC study, and this study, assume that the legitimate costs of providing a foundation
education program do not vary based primarily on the ability of the locality to generate
revenues, but rather on pupil needs and the circumstances the local school division faces
that are beyond local control. Therefore, the calculation of those costs should not be
manipulated on the basis of!ocal ability to pay.

SOQ Funding of the Cost of Competing

The cost of competing funding is the amount that the State decides to recognize
for budgeting purposes; the actual Northern Virginia school division salaries are
generally higher. This difference occurs because the cost of competing funding attempts
to recognize costs that are beyond local control, but not additional costs due to local choice
or aspiration. For example, in the 1993-94 school year the prevailing secondary teacher
salary was $31,081. This prevailing salary figure is based on a measure of central
tendency across all school divisions in the Commonwealth. It is the salary level assumed
in budgeting SOQ funding for all school divisions except those inN orthern Virginia. The
State-recognized salary for Northern Virginia, with the cost of competing adjustment of
9.32 percent, at that time was $33,978. The actual salary of the average secondary
teacher in Fairfax County was $42,398.
This example can be extended as well to other Northern Virginia school
divisions. As shown in Figure 1, actual average secondary teacher salaries paid by most
Northern Virginia school divisions are substantially higher than either the prevailing
salary or the prevailing salary with a cost of competing adjustment. In contrast, the
prevailing salary that is used as a statewide baseline is generally much lower than these
actual salary levels because it is more reflective of the salaries paid in the vast majority
of school divisions outside of Northern Virginia. The State seeks to treat school divisions
equally when deriving the typical or prevailing salary that can be used as a baseline for
SOQ funding. The prevailing salary is calculated using an averaging approach that gives
the most weight in the calculation to the school divisions with salary levels that are
nearer the median, and less weight to those at the high and low extremes.
The differences between these actual salaries in Northern Virginia and the
prevailing salary level are attributable both to factors under local control and factors
beyond local control. Factors under local control include the experience and education
levels of teachers selected for employment, and local aspiration to pay higher salaries.
Factors beyond local control include different regional wage markets. The cost of
competing adjustment to tbe prevailing salary level is intended to recognize only regional
wage differences that are beyond local control, and it does not recognize the differences
attributable to local aspiration or choices. Consequently, it still does not cover substantial remaining differences in actual average salaries that are paid by these Northern
Virginia school divisions.
Further, the SOQ funding that reflects the cost of competing is divided into
State and local shares, based on a measure oflocal ability to pay called the Composite
Index. Consequently, the State does not pay for
entire adjustment for the cost of
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Actual Northern Virginia
Teachers' Salaries
Versus Statewide Prevailing Salary Level
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Source: Department of Education, Superintendent's Annual Report for Virginia, 1993-94; Department of Education
Office of Budget Services data.

competing, even
it recognizes its existence, For example, in Fiscal Year 1996, the
total cost offunding a 9,32
cost of competing adjustment is estimated to be about
$57 million, Ofthis amount, an
$17
would be paid by the State, while
the remaining $40 million would
paid by
Northern Virginia localities,

JLARC REVIEW OF

OF COMPETING ADJUSTMENT

Item 15
1995
directs JLARC to examine the cost of
competing for personnel inN orthem
school divisions (Appendix A), This study
was requested to find
ways of ref]ning
cost of competing adjustment to
SOQ funding with a logical,
Concern about the cost of competing
calculation arose in recent years when the
have been changing, resulting in
a general decline in
adjustment, which has ranged from
a high of 12,89 percent to a
Further, the study mandate states:
"Specifically, the study
compare
that are directly competitive with the
types of positions that are required to
Standards of Quality,"
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In 1994, the General Assembly mandated the Department of Personnel and
Training (DPT) to study the cost of competing calculation. The language ofthe 1994 DPT
study mandate is similar to that of the 1995 JLARC study mandate. DPT was directed
by the study mandate to "conduct a study of the impact which the cost of competing for
personnel in the Planning District Slabor market has on school division salary costs and
the availability of qualified applicants for instructional positions." Consequently, DPT
staff contacted N orthem Virginia school divisions by telephone, and found that instructional personnel turnover currently did not appear to be a problem at current salary
levels. Further, they observed that Northern Virginia teacher salaries, on average, were
21.24 to 35.86 percent higher than teacher salaries paid in the rest of the State.
The DPT report did not address the fact that the statewide prevailing salaries
recognized by State SOQ funding, with a cost of competing adjustment, are still generally
lower than actual salaries paid in Northern Virginia. In other words, DPT staff found
that turnover was not a concern at actual salary levels paid in Northern Virginia, but they
did not address whether turnover would be a problem at statewide prevailing salary
levels that are used in determining SOQ funding, and they did not explore alternative
ways to refine the cost of competing adjustment in their final report. Consequently, a
similar study mandate was given to JLARC in the 1995 General Assembly session.

Issues and Research Activities
The 1994 DPT study appears to have addressed the part of the study mandate
concerning "the availability of qualified applicants for instructional positions." Therefore, the two remaining primary issues for this follow-up study are:
• Does the evidence indicate still that a cost of competing adjustment is needed?
• What alternative options are available for refining the cost of competing
adjustment? (This issue would include an option that entails comparing job
classes "that are directly competitive with the types of positions that are
required to implement the Standards of Quality," as stated in the study
mandate.)
Several research activities were conducted to address these two issues. Primary
activities included: (1) collection and analysis of secondary data from the Virginia
Employment Commission and the Department ofPersonnel and Training; (2) alternative
SOQ cost calculations from Department of Education staff; and (3) other activities, such
as document and literature reviews and structured interviews with education finance
experts and staff from State agencies.

Analysis of Secondary Data. Two key sources of secondary data are
examined in this study. One is the Virginia Employment Commission ES-202 annual
average weekly wage data, to see whether the patterns of regional wage differences
observed in the 1988 JLARC report are also observed using more recent data. The second
is the Department of Personnel and Training's most recent Compensation Plan, which
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specifies the levels of compensation for all State classified positions, including differentials for Northern Virginia. These data are used to define options for calculating the cost
of competing which are consistent with current State policy.

Alternative Cost Calculations. JLARC staff identified several alternative
cost and funding approaches, and requested Department of Education budget staff to
apply the current SOQ cost model to these different scenarios. The SOQ cost model
provided cost estimates that would correspond to various possible options relating to the
cost of competing. The costs that are calculated and presented in this report reflect
changes that have been made in calculating SOQ costs since the time ofJLARC's previous
reviews of the SOQ funding formula. For example, one change since that time is the
exclusion of compensation costs for school division central office administrative personnel other than superintendents and assistant superintendents.
Other Research Activities. JLARC staff examined State documents relating
to the SOQ, education finance literature, and indices ofregional costs ofliving in Virginia.
Further, JLARC staff conducted interviews with education finance experts regarding
what other states are doing to recognize regional differentials in education costs. JLARC
staff also interviewed staff from other State agencies, including the State Council of
Higher Education for Virginia, the Virginia Community College System, the Department
of Personnel and Training, and the Department of Education.

Report Organization
This report re-examines the need for a cost of competing adjustment to the SOQ
funding formula, and examines some options available for refining the cost of competing
adjustment and for funding it. Chapter I has provided the conceptual framework for
considering the cost of competing in SOQ funding, and discussed the JLARC study
mandate, primary study issues, and research activities. Chapter II focuses on the need
for a cost of competing adjustment. Chapter
examines illustrative options available
for addressing the cost of competing, including an examination of illustrative cost
impacts and possible advantages and disadvantages of each option.
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II. The Need for a Cost of Competing
Adjustment in SOQ Funding
Several sets of indicators converge to demonstrate the current need and
appropriateness of a cost of competing adjustment in SOQ funding. These sets of
indicators include:
• wage data from the Virginia Employment Commission (VEC) indicating that
there are different regional wage markets in Virginia;
• regional consumer price index measures indicating regional cost of living
differences in Virginia;
• regional cost of competing differentials that for decades have already been
recognized as necessary and provided by State agencies for State classified
employees in Northern Virginia; and
• other states, as well as Virginia, that currently include regional education cost
differences as a factor in public education funding.
Each set of indicators is examined in this chapter.

REGIONAL WAGE DIFFERENCES IN VIRGINIA
Average weekly wage data reported to the Virginia Employment Commission
(VEC) indicate that the regional wage differences observed in the 1988 JLARC SOQ
report still exist. These data show the average weekly wages per worker in the localities,
based on employment and payroll information reported by the employers to the VEC, as
required by law for unemployment insurance purposes. The most recent ES-202 Annual
Average Weekly Wage data are from 1993.
Average weekly wage data were divided by Planning District Commission
(PDC)jurisdiction as a way of defining different regional labor markets across the State.
The pattern of average weekly wages by region is shown in Figure 2, using 1993 data.
This pattern shows that there is a substantial discontinuity between average wages in
the Northern Virginia planning district and the planning district with the next highest
wage level. The Northern Virginia planning district (which includes Arlington, Fairfax,
Loudoun, Prince William, Alexandria, Fairfax City, Falls Church, Manassas, and
Manassas Park) has an average weekly wage which is 24 percent greater than the next
highest planning district (Richmond City and surrounding areas). The Richmond
Regional district was 14 percent higher than the next district.
The pattern shown in the 1993 VEC data is very similar to those shown in VEC
data from previous years. A very similar pattern is shown in the 1988 JLARC SOQ
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Average Weekly Wage Across All Industries · 1993

report, using VEC data from 1985-1986. Further, whenJLARC staff examined data from
1987 through 1992, the same basic pattern emerged. These findings indicate that the
basic pattern of the largest discontinuity being between the Northern Virginia district
and the rest of the State has remained stable over the years.
One limitation of the data sets used for the analysis shown in Figure 2 is that
they do not provide a means to control for industrial sector or for occupations that may
be competitive with the types of positions available in school divisions. The only data set
that allows for regional wage differences to be observed while controlling for these factors
comes from the VEC's Manufacturing Wage Survey of Selected Occupations. This
particular data source focuses on one industrial sector- manufacturing- and provides
average weekly or hourly wages of workers in specific occupations, which can be divided
by planning district. Using data from the 1993 survey, JLARC staff examined 12 specific

types of positions which may be comparable in some respect to some of the jobs found in
school divisions. These positions are: manager of administrative services; office
manager/clerical supervisor; accountant and auditor; computer programmer; computer
systems analyst; general office clerk; payroll and timekeeping clerk; receptionist/
switchboard operator; secretary; janitor/cleaner; electrician; and machinery mechanic.
For each type of position, the average weekly or hourly wage in each PDC was
observed (although a PDC may have a missing value at times, because an insufficient
number of manufacturing firms from that PDC would have responded to the VEC survey
regarding that particular position). In general, across the twelve positions examined,
average wages in the Northern Virginia planning district tended to be higher with
greater consistency, compared to those of any other planning district. However, the
differences between Northern Virginia average wages and the average wages in other
planning districts did not appear to be as pronounced in magnitude, compared to the
pattern seen in the data across all industries.
The results from the manufacturing sector data, however, may be less representative of Northern Virginia salaries in general compared to other planning districts.
According to 1990 Census data, only six percent of Northern Virginia's workforce was
employed in the manufacturing sector, when many other PDCs had much higher
concentrations of their workforce in the manufacturing sector. For example, the West
Piedmont planning district had 43 percent of its workforce in the manufacturing sector.
In contrast, a far larger share ofNorthern Virginia's workforce (42 percent) was employed
in professional and related services, or in public administration; only 18 percent of West
Piedmont's workforce was employed in these sectors. Therefore, the pattern seen across
all industries may not only reflect Northern Virginia average wages tending to be higher
when controlling for industrial sector and occupation, but also the different mixes of
industrial sectors and occupations in different planning districts as well.

INDICATORS OF REGIONAL COST OF LIVING DIFFERENCES

There are numerous measures of the cost of living. Perhaps the best-known
indicator of the cost of living is the Consumer Price Index. The most relevant measure
for comparing different regions within Virginia is the cost of living index developed for
over 150 Metropolitan Statistical Areas (MSAs) and components of MSAs across the
country.
This measure has been produced for the six largest MSAs in Virginia:
• Metropolitan Washington, D. C. (which includes Northern Virginia and
surrounding localities: the counties of Arlington, Clark, Culpeper, Fairfax,
Fauquier, King George, Loudoun, Prince William, Spotsylvania, Stafford, and
Warren; and the cities of Alexandria, Fairfax City, Falls Church,
Fredericksburg, Manassas, and Manassas Park),
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• Hampton Roads (which includes: the counties of Gloucester, Isle of Wight,
James City, Mathews, and York; and the cities of Hampton, Newport News,
Norfolk, Poquoson, Portsmouth, Suffolk, Virginia Beach, and Williamsburg),
• Richmond-Petersburg (which includes: the counties of Charles City, Chesterfield, Dinwiddie, Goochland, Hanover, Henrico, New Kent, Powhatan, Prince
George; and the cities of Colonial Heights, Hopewell, Petersburg, and
Richmond),
• Roanoke (which includes: the counties of Botetourt and Roanoke; and the
cities of Roanoke and Salem),
• Lynchburg (which includes: the counties of Amherst, Bedford, and Campbell;
and the cities of Bedford and Lynchburg), and
• Bristol (which is part of the larger Johnson City-Kingsport-Bristol TN-VA
MSA, and includes: the counties of Scott and Washington; and the city of
Bristol).
These areas cover less than one third of the land area of Virginia, but include over 73
percent of Virginia's population.
This cost ofliving index measures relative price levels for consumer goods and
services in various areas of the U. S. for a mid-management standard of living. The
national average equals 100, and each area's index is read as a percent of the national
average. The index does not measure inflation, but compares prices at a single point in
time, and it excludes taxes.
Figure 3 shows the cost of living index values for the six largest MSAs in
Virginia. The data are from the third quarter, 1993. The pattern shown in Figure 3 is
very similar to the pattern shown in Figure 2: the largest discontinuity occurs in the
Virginia portion of the Metropolitan Washington D.C. MSA. The Metro D.C. MSA has
a cost ofliving index that is 23.23 percent higher than the area with the next highest cost
ofliving index (Richmond). In contrast, the Richmond area's cost ofliving index is only
4.81 percent higher than the area with the next highest cost of living index, which is
Hampton Roads. As Figure 2 shows that Northern Virginia's average wages are
substantially higher compared to the rest of the State, Figure 3 shows that Northern
Virginia's cost ofliving is also substantially higher compared to other MSAs in the State.

REGIONAL COST OF COMPETING DIFFERENTIALS
PROVIDED BY STATE AGENCIES

has long recognized that it could not ignore regional wage differences
,a, if it wished to remain competitive in hiring and retaining its own
ever, in the past, State recognition of regional wage differences was often
o
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piecemeal and reactive to specific market and agency pressures. The State now takes a
more comprehensive approach to providing cost of competing differentials to State
employees, such as through DPT's periodic survey of salaries in Northern Virginia.
According to DPT, the Northern Virginia differential had its origin during
World War II, when the concentration of defense efforts in the Northern Virginia and
Hampton Roads areas created a competitive disadvantage that could only be met by
paying higher wages. It was established as a temporary measure solely because of an
inability to fill State jobs. At the end of the war the differential was abandoned.
During the post-war period, the federal government created wage levels in the
metropolitan Washington, D.C. area that made it difficult for State and local governments to compete. By 1950 the General Assembly recognized this problem by authorizing
Fairfax, Arlington, and Alexandria to supplement, with local funds, the salaries of State
employees in their local health departments. Soon afterwards the differential was
extended to probation and parole officers. In 1965, George Mason University asked and
received authorization to pay a differential because of severe recruiting problems. Also
in the 1960s, the Department of Highways and Transportation began providing a
differential for construction inspectors and certain other members of highway field
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services. This action went into effect after the federal government notified the Department of Highways and Transportation that it would lose funds unless it hired more
inspectors in the Fairfax Residency. In the 1970s, the Virginia Community College
System was paying a differential to faculty at Northern Virginia Community College, in
recognition that the region had a higher cost of living, in comparison to the regions in
which the other community colleges in the system were located.
The General Assembly has also reviewed the need for regional differentials
over the years. In 1971, the General Assembly authorized a consulting firm to study
competitiveness in various areas of the State. The consultant found that Northern
Virginia was the only area to have a problem of sufficient magnitude to justify paying a
differentiaL Consequently, the consultant recommended the establishment of a Northern Virginia differential, but only to respond to serious problems in recruiting and
retaining qualified personneL In 197 4, the General Assembly directed the Virginia
Advisory Legislative Council to study differentials. The resulting report concluded that
a system of paying wage differentials based on competitive wage rates was equitable and
should be retained.
With the practice of periodic salary surveys beginning in the 1970s, DPT has
been applying regional differentials more comprehensively to State employees in Northern Virginia. The Northern Virginia differential is based on Northern Virginia salary
survey data. The differential is not based on any measurement of the cost of living, but
is related directly to the amount actually paid by public and private employers for similar
work. Over time, the DPT salary surveys have included more State job classes and more
private firms, local governments, and hospitals for comparison. The application of the
differential has evolved now to covering approximately 740 State job classes, and
including all agencies with State classified employees in the Northern Virginia area.

VIRGINIA AND OTHER STATES CURRENTLY INCLUDING REGIONAL
COST DIFFERENTIALS IN PUBLIC EDUCATION FUNDING

The view that the costs of some education inp~.;.ts vary by region is not new, nor
is it unique to Virginia. For the 1988 SOQ study, JLARC staff conducted several
workshops in different parts ofthe State to obtain input about SOQ funding issues. A key
issue raised by many Northern Virginia participants during the workshops was that the
State funding system should recognize higher regional costs of purchasing educational
goods and services, costs which participants felt could be attributed to local market
conditions beyond their controL Workshop participants emphasized that education of
equal quality cannot be bought with equal expenditures throughout the State due to
regional differences in the cost ofliving and in the competitiveness oflocal job markets.
This view also existed before the JLARC SOQ studies. In 1969 the Commission
on the Constitutional Revision in Virginia noted: "Operating costs per capita are
assumed to be uniform statewide which does not square with the facts." Staff for the
1972-73 Task Force on Financing the Standards of Quality commented: "It seems
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plausible that costs for securing a quality education are not uniform throughout Virginia,
even if adjustments are made for differences in students and geography."
Assessments of education costs in other states also suggest that costs for
education inputs often vary by region. In California, prices have been found to vary by
20 percent, such that the highest cost districts were paying 20 percent more for the same
quantity and quality of educational resources as the lowest cost districts. In Texas, prices
of education inputs were found to vary by as much as 40 percent. Other states as well,
such as Alaska, Florida, Missouri, and Ohio, have recognized in their education funding
systems the regional variation in prices. The similarity from state to state of cost patterns
across localities, and the stability over time of cost indices which measure price
variations, suggest that the differences found are due to a consistent factor or set of
factors beyond local control, and not just local preference.
Furthermore, assessments of education costs generally recognize that the vast
majorityofthese costs are primarily personnel costs. For example, in a study of education
costs in California, researchers found that "for the vast majority of districts, differences
in educational costs were pretty much determined by differences in the costs of school
personnel, since school personnel accounted for 85 percent of the average school district's
budget." Likewise, a study from Oregon stated: "usually a board of education spends 75
percent to 80 percent of its operating budget for salaries and wages." In Virginia,
compensation for personnel on average accounts for over 80 percent of SOQ funding.
Consequently, in adjusting for regional price differences in education, the primary factor
of most importance is personnel costs.

CONCLUSION

The four sets of indicators examined all converge to a conclusion regarding the
cost of competing in SOQ funding. Because personnel costs constitute the bulk of SOQ
costs, there is a need to take factors beyond local control affecting personnel costs into
account. If adjustments in SOQ funding are not made for these factors, equity problems
may arise. One of these factors beyond local control affecting education costs is regional
wage differences. Recent VEC average wage data and cost ofliving index data show that
Virginia continues to have major differences in regional wages and cost of living, with
Northern Virginia being substantially higher than the rest of the State. These differences have long been recognized by State agencies in compensating State classified
employees inN orthern Virginia. Furthermore, State entities in the past have recognized
regional differences in the costs of educational inputs, and there appears to be reason to
believe these differences still exist. Virginia is not alone in recognizing cost of competing
differences in funding education -other states do it as well. Taken together, then, these
indicators show that there still is a need for taking the regional cost of competing into
account in SOQ funding.
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III. Illustrative Options for
Addressing the Cost pf Competing
Two broad classes of options regarding the cost of competing adjustment are
examined: cost calculation options, and State (unding options. Cost calculation options
focus on possible methodological approaches to the cost of competing differential
calculation, regardless of the implications for SOQ funding. The State funding options
focus on alternatives available to the State regarding how it could pay its share of the cost
of competing adjustment, given that the differential has been objectively determined. By
considering these two classes of options separately, .the likelihood of funding concerns
overriding the recognition and consideration oflegitimate SOQ costs can be reduced.

COST CALCULATION OPTIONS

Three main alternative approaches for estimating the cost of competing adjustment are examined. The first, the Linear Weighted Average approach, attempts to
summarize in a single number current State employee practices across all of its job
classes with employees in Northern Virginia. The second, the Virginia Community
College System (VCCS) Policy approach, appJie·s the cost of competing differentials used
by the VCCS in budgeting for Northern Virginia Community College. The third, the
Stratified Match approach, attempts to match categories of school division positions
more closely with selected comparable State .classified positions that are provided a
Northern Virginia cost of competing differential. All three approaches have a key
assumption in common: that the State should recognize Northern Virginia school
division regional costs of competing in a way that .is consistent with its own practices
regarding its own employees in Northern Virginia. In other words, if the State already
recognizes that in order to be competitive in hiring and retaining its own employees it has
to recognize that the Northern Virginia job market requires higher salaries than other
regions in the State, then it should also recognize that Northern Virginia school divisions
face the same conditions as well. However, the~e three options provide different ways of
implementing this assumption. For each of. the three alternative approaches, the
rationale and method of calculation are first discussed, followed by an examination of its
advantages and disadvantages.

Linear Weighted Average Approach
This approach is essentially the same as that used in the 1988 SOQ study, but
with more recent data. In the 1988 study, JLARC staff calculated a proposed cost of
competing adjustment based on the State's wage differentials for State classified
employees in Northern Virginia. These wage differentials are based on Department of
Personnel and Training (DPT) salary surveys that are used to determine step differences
between the salary ranges for Northern Virginia employees and the salary ranges for
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employees in the rest of the State. To develop an adjustment summarizing State salary
practices, the step differences defined by DPT for different job classes were converted into
percentage increases. Using a linear weighted average, JLARC staff calculated a
prevailing percentage difference across all job classes providing a Northern Virginia cost
of competing differential. At that time, this percentage was 12.53. Using more recent
data in 1995, this percentage is now 13.95.

Rationale, Data, and Calculations Used in Approach. DPT salary
differentials for Northern Virginia are based on competitive job market rates in the area,
not on the cost ofliving. The differentials are additions to the pay base. For example,
employees in Northern Virginia are compensated at a base rate plus an additional
amount, based on what occupational group their job class falls into. To illustrate, if
secretaries are compensated on a statewide basis at grade four, then inNorthern Virginia
they will be compensated at a base level of grade four plus an eight step increase. Each
step corresponds to approximately a 2.25 percent increase. The occupational groups and
the corresponding increase for each group are shown in Exhibit 1.

r--------------------------Exhibiti--------------------------,

DPT Occupational Groups and Differentials
Occupational Group

Cost of Competing Differential*

General Management and Administration
Data Processing
Applied Science and Engineering
Health Sciences
Secretary/Clerical
Trades/Technicians
Counseling/Therapy
Police
Custodial/Labor

4 Steps
4 Steps
4 Steps
6 Steps
8 Steps
8 Steps
10 Steps
10 Steps
12 Steps

"'Each step represents an additional2.25 percent above statewide salary range~
Source: Department of Personnel and Training, 1991 Northern Virginia Salary Survey.

To determine the adequacy of the salary differentials, DPT conducts a survey
periodically of Northern Virginia salaries. The specified step increases as well as the
occupational groupings may be adjusted if they fail to accurately reflect the actual wage
differences found from the survey. According to DPT, the primary consideration in
defining the occupational groups is the similarity of duties and responsibilities.
The data for this calculation came from the 1995 Commonwealth of Virginia
Compensation Plan, which contains two salary scales: one for employees in Northern
Virginia and another for employees elsewhere in the State. The appropriate step
increases for each job class have been incorporated into the Northern Virginia pay scale.
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In this way, comparing the two salary scales provides a way of translating the step
increase for a particular job class into an actual salary difference. There were 740 job
classes for permanent employees which received a Northern Virginia differential.
The key objective of this approach is to translate step differentials for various
DPT job classes into a single number, which represents the overall difference in
compensation for State employees in Northern Virginia. This calculation can be
summarized in four steps.
1.

For each job class with a Northern Virginia differential, find the mid-point
of the salary range the State pays Northern Virginia employees by adding
the maximum and the minimum salary and dividing by two.

2.

Find the corresponding mid-point of the salary range the State pays
employees elsewhere in the State for the given job class.

3.

Find the percent difference in the Northern Virginia midpoint (from Step 1)
and the other corresponding midpoint (from Step 2).

4.

Find the prevailing percent difference the State gives its employees in
Northern Virginia across all 7 40 job classes. All job classes are included in
this calculation, instead of determining "similar" occupations (which is
attempted in the "Stratified Match" approach, as discussed below). For
consistency with the methodology used elsewhere in the 1988 JLARC SOQ
study to determine prevailing salary levels, a linear weighted average was
used as the measure of central tendency to summarize the percent differences across the 740 job classes.

The linear weighted average is simply a type of weighted average. In contrast,
a simple, unweighted average gives equal weight to every observation, regardless of
whether that observation has an extremely high or low value, or else a value that is more
"typical" by being closer to the middle ofthe distribution. A linear weighted average, on
the other hand, gives more weight to observations that have values closer to the middle
of the distribution (that is, that are closer to the median) and may be considered more
representative of"typical" cases, and less weight to the observations that are at the high
or low extremes. This measure is especially useful if the distribution of data is highly
skewed" The reasons for using this particular measure of central tendency to represent
prevailing SOQ costs are explained in more detail in the 1988 JLARC SOQ report.

Advantages and Disadvantages of Approach. This approach appears to
have at least two advantages. One is its relative simplicity, compared to the other two
cost approaches examined in this chapter. By summarizing State employee practices in
Northern Virginia in a single number, this type of cost of competing adjustment is
relatively easy to understand in its derivation, and relatively easy to replicate in future
years and to include in the SOQ funding formula. The other advantage is that this
approach is grounded
State personnel practices which are based on empirical data
from the State salary surveys.
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On the other hand, this approach has some disadvantages as well. One is that
the adjustment under this approach reflects not only State positions that have counterparts in school divisions, but also those which do not and therefore should ideally be
excluded in estimating regional costs of competing that are recognized for school
divisions. Another disadvantage is that the approach used to summarize the data in a
single number does not reflect how many people are in different job categories in the
school divisions, or the magnitude of their salary levels. These two factors, combined with
the cost of competing, affect the way in which school divisions incur the costs of meeting
the SOQ. Finally, another disadvantage of this approach is that any changes or
limitations in the DPT salary survey or resulting compensation practices will also
unintentionally affect the cost of competing adjustment that is calculated.

VCCS Policy Approach
Through the Virginia Community College System (VCCS), the State currently
provides cost of competing differentials to community colleges in Northern Virginia
compared to community colleges elsewhere in Virginia. A reason for considering this
alternative approach in this study is that job classes at community colleges in particular
may be more comparable to school division job classes than State classified positions
taken as a whole. Further, the State has had a policy of recognizing regional cost of
competing differences at Northern Virginia community colleges long before the regional
cost of competing was considered a factor in SOQ funding. The VCCS currently has a
Northern Virginia differential of 8.0 percent for faculty positions. Non-faculty positions
are State classified positions which, in aggregate, receive a Northern Virginia differential of 15.95 percent.

Rationale, Data and Calculations Used in Approach. It should be noted
that the State also applies regional cost of competing differentials to another institution
ofhigher education inN orthern Virginia, besides Northern Virginia Community College:
namely, George Mason University. Faculty positions at George Mason are provided an
8.5 percent cost of competing differential. Non-faculty positions are State classified
positions, as with the community colleges. Although similar to the differentials applied
by the VCCS to Northern Virginia Community College, the differentials applied to
George Mason University positions were also considered, but not selected, as another
alternative approach for full examination in this study. Appendix B discusses the
reasons for using Northern Virginia Community College instead of George Mason
University as a comparative benchmark for Northern Virginia school divisions.
Under this approach, faculty positions at Northern Virginia Community College would be considered analogous to instructional positions inNorthern Virginia school
divisions. Likewise, non-faculty support positions at Northern Virginia Community
College would be considered analogous to non-instructional support positions in school
divisions.
The cost of competing adjustment the VCCS gives to faculty at Northern
Virginia Community College is 8.0 percent above what the VCCS budgets for faculty at
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community colleges elsewhere in the State. According to VCCS staff, for several years
prior to 1983, this salary differential had been an "unwritten practice" and varied from
seven to ten percent. Then, in 1983, the State Board for Community Colleges approved
the policy of providing the differential at 8.0 percent, and this policy has been in effect
since that time. VCCS staff indicated that the 8. 0 percent was not based on any empirical
data, but rather was a policy decision. A comparable policy regarding SOQ funding that
is consistent with existing VCCS policy would be to recognize an 8.0 percent cost of
competing adjustment for instructional positions.
In aggregate, non-faculty employees at Northern Virginia Community College
receive a 15.95 percent differential compared to their counterparts elsewhere in the
State. Because non-faculty employees at Northern Virginia Community College could be
considered analogous to non-instructional support personnel in school divisions under
this approach, Northern Virginia school division non-instructional support staff would
be provided the 15.95 percent differential. This aggregated 15.95 percent differential is
based on data from the VCCS regarding 601 State classified employees at Northern
Virginia Community College. Details on how this aggregated differential is derived from
the VCCS data are in Appendix B.

Advantages and Disadvantages of Approach. The primary advantage of
the VCCS approach is that it matches State practice in another educational setting. It
can be argued that the type of staff employed by Northern Virginia school divisions
should resemble more closely the type of staff employed at Northern Virginia Community
College, compared to all State classified employees in Northern Virginia. Another
advantage is that the derivation of the differentials for instructional and non-instructional support staff are relatively straightforward and simple.
There are at least two disadvantages to this approach. One is that there is no
clear empirical basis for the 8.0 percent differential provided to faculty, that would be
analogous to the empirical basis of differentials derived from DPT Northern Virginia
salary survey data. Because the 8.0 percent differential is a policy decision, it can be
argued that it is an arbitrary amount that has no real basis on actual differences in the
cost of competing or the cost of living in Northern Virginia.
The second disadvantage is that this approach relies on rough analogies
regarding staff mixes between Northern Virginia Community College and Northern
Virginia school divisions, and these analogies may have their limits. For example,
Northern Virginia Community College non-faculty staff may be involved far more
extensively in some functions (such as publishing catalogues and printing public
information advertising courses) that would not be covered as much by SOQ funding in
school divisions. Yet community college staff involved in these functions would still have
some bearing on the aggregate differential derived for non-faculty support staff, because
it would be difficult to distinguish community college staff who are more involved in
activities that are analogous to SOQ-funded activities from those who are not. In other
words, the mix of support activities at a community college may be much different from
the mix of support activities of a school division that are recognized under the SOQ.
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Stratified Match Approach
In the 1988 SOQ report, JLARC staff suggested the use of a single, prevailing
differential based on a linear weighted average as a simple, first step in establishing a
cost of competing adjustment. JLARC staff also suggested that the approach to
calculating the cost of competing adjustment could be refined in the future, by providing
separate salary adjustments for different types of positions, based on DPT salary survey
data. In this study, this suggested refinement is developed and examined further.
The Stratified Match approach is an attempt to reflect more closely the different
types of school division personnel covered by SOQ funding with comparable State
classified positions which get a Northern Virginia cost of competing adjustment. This
approach also addresses the part of the study mandate which states: "Specifically, the
study shall compare professions that are directly competitive with the types of positions
that are required to implement the Standards of Quality."
Further, this approach attempts to take into account factors that directly affect
total SOQ personnel costs: (1) the number of employees in school divisions in specific job
categories; and (2) the relative size of salaries paid in these specific job categories. These
two factors are taken into account when deriving an aggregate differential of9.83 percent
for instructional positions (such as teachers), and a separate aggregate differential of
24.61 percent for non-instructional support positions (such as custodial staff).

Rationale, Data and Calculations Used in Approach. Given that different
types of State classified positions have various differentials, this approach summarizes
the cost of competing adjustments into two separate, single numbers, where one is
applied to all instructional positions, and the other is applied to all non-instructional
support positions. The reasons why there is a need to take into consideration two key
factors that affect total personnel costs can be illustrated as follows.
The number of employees in school divisions in specific job categories affects
what type of cost of competing is most appropriate for the State to recognize. As already
shown, the State gives varying Northern Virginia differentials to different occupational
categories. For example, it gives a 4-step (or 9.32 percent) increase to professionals in
administrative positions like accountants and engineers. The State gives a 6-step (14.30
percent) increase to employees in the health professions, like nurses. It gives an 8-step
(19.51 percent) increase to clerical positions, like secrewries. The State gives a 10-step
(24.95 percent) increase to police. And it gives a 12-&tep (30.64 percent) increase to
laborers, like groundskeepers, and custodial staff. If State-employed groundskeepers in
Northern Virginia get a 30.64 percent salary differential, it would make a difference
whether school divisions in general employ many or few laborers (like groundskeepers),
in proportion to all other non-instructional positions that are employed. If the typical
school division employs many groundskeepers, the 30.64 percent differential should get
more weight when determining the overall, aggregate differential applied to all noninstructional support positions. In contrast, if the typical school division employs few
groundskeepers, the 30.64 percent differential should get less weight.

Likewise, the size
typical salary has a bearing on how much weight should
be given to 12-step, 10-step, 8-step, 6-step, and 4-step differentials.
instance, suppose
a typical
employs as many laborers (who get a
differential)
as it
nurses
a 14.30 percent differential).
that a nurse
typically is
two or three times as
as a laborer Rh,onlfl
how much weight
30.64 differential gets, compared to
differential,
when deriving the overall, aggregate differential to be applied to all non-instructional
support positions.
examination ofthe 1995 Commonwealth
Compensation Plan
the
differentials (for example, 30.64 percent) tend to be
associated with the lower paying, lower-grade jobs (that is, Grades 1, 2, or 3). Smaller
differentials (such as 9.32 percent) tend to be associated with the highm·~paying, highergrade jobs (for example, Grade 11 and up).
The approach to deriving aggregate cost of competing differentials under this
option can be summarized in three steps.

2.

Match up State job classes (that have a Northern Virginia differential) with
school division job subcategories.

3.

Weight the differentials associated with the various subcategories, to come
up with a single differential for instructional positions, and a separate
single differential for non-instructional support positions.

Each of these three steps is discussed further in Appendix C.

Advantages and Disadvantages of Approach.
primary advantage of
this approach is that it more closely reflects State practices
are relevant to school
The
differentials
of
enly
those
State
positions
which
may
have some compadivisions.
rability to school division staff are included in this approach;
State positions which
are not comparable are excluded from the calculations. Further, this approach pays far
more attention to what services school division personnel are
so that the mix
of staff (and their corresponding salary costs) in the school divisions are better reflected
in the aggregated results. A final advantage of this approach is that it is strongly based
on empirical data
the Department of Education and from the Department of
Personnel and Training, so that it is less subject to being set at arbitrary levels.
This approach also has its potential disadvantages as
One is that the
matches of State classified positions to school division job categories may be subject to
different interpretations, which could affect the final results. But it appears that even
if different
were assumed in many cases, these differences would not have so
much impact on the final results. This situation occurs because, in most cases, most of
the likely State classified positions that are similar to school division positions have the
same
This condition is shown in greater detail in A!)Piem:!lx
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that replication in
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could require more staff time
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the matches used in
study were to
cost of competing adjustment
spreadsheet in Appendix C
This task does not appear te

appn>ac:his more data intensive, so
adjustment under this approach
cvJH}'meu to the other approaches. However, if
in future years, then re-calculating the
a matter of updating the data in the
calculations in the spreadsheet left intact).
or burdensome.

Future refinement of
• refining the
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• collecting actual oneVTlilinf! 0U1my data for each of the school division function
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of DPT salary scales for comparable State classified vu:olcwJw
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Compensation Plan and when DOE
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For any given cost of1cornpet::ng
also have to determine
how to fund the cost of competing
uouueuc. The State has options available to it, other
than arbitrarily deflating
cost
deal more directly with the State
funding issue if the estimate is perceived to be too '"X!Je:nb:lv Two types of illustrative
State funding options were exccu1meu.
• funding the
• funding only at
(that is, :m11!v:

ofthe cost of competing that is recognized for teachers
to
other positions as well).

Taking the three cost
the two State funding options
together, six possible combinations
State funding options are
available. Illustrative SOQ cost estimates that
cerrespond with each combination
of cost calculation and State
were generated by Department ofEducation
staff, using the current
1 shows the SOQ costs to the State
government associated with
2 shows the corresponding SOQ
costs that localities in aggregate
to pay, although it should be noted
that the actual expenditure levels of Northern
localities generally exceed those
required to meet the SOQ
any scenarw.
backgreund and rationale behind each
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----------------------Tablel--------------------------

Statewide FY 1996 SOQ Costs to State Government
Under Alternative State Funding
and Cost Calculation Options

State Funding Option

Cost Calculation Option
Linear
Weighted Average
VCCS Policy
Stratified Match

Fund Full Cost of
Competing Adjustment

$2,556,198,767

$2,547,788,389

$2,553,456,543

Fund Only at Teachers'
Teachers' Rate

$2,556,198,767

$2,545,104,605

..,~.

Note:

Shaded area denotes current fu.nding policy.

Source: Department of Education SOQ funding model runs, using FY 1995·96 funding estimates.

----------------------------Table2----------------------------

Statewide FY 1996 SOQ Costs to Localities
Under Alternative State Funding
and Cost Calculation Options
Cost Calculation Option
Linear
Weighted Average

VCCS Policy

Stratified Match

Fund Full Cost of
Competing Adjustment

$1,540,252,284

$1,520,958,389

$1,533,882,620

Fund Only at Teachers'
Teachers' Rate

$1,540,252,284

$1,514,826,062

-~C:~I;~

State Funding Option

Note: Shaded area denotes current funding policy.
Source: Department of Education SOQ funding model runs, using FY 1995-96 funding estimates.

State funding option is discussed below, along with its estimated SOQ cost impact and
its advantages and disadvantages. Details on the cost impacts associated with each
funding option on individual school divisions are shown in Appendix E.

Fund the Full Cost of Competing Adjustment
This option is simply to fund the full cost of competing adjustment, with no other
changes to the SOQ funding formula to offset this cost to the State. JLARC staff used this

option, in combination with the Linear Weighted Average approach to calculate the cost
of competing adjustment, in the 1988 SOQ study when it was first proposed that the State
recognize the cost of competing as a factor in calculating SOQ funding costs. The cost of
competing adjustment using the Linear Weighted Average approach is 13.96 percent for
both instructional and non-instructional support positions. Using the VCCS Policy
approach, it is 8.0 percent for instructional positions and 15.95 percent for noninstructional support positions. Finally, using the Stratified Match approach, it is 9.83
percent for instructional positions and 24.61 percent for non-instructional support
positions.

Estimated SOQ Funding Impacts. To illustrate the impacts that various
cost calculation and State funding options may have on SOQ costs, the Department of
Education SOQ funding model was used to estimate costs under various scenarios. The
SOQ funding estimates were for the 1995-96 school year. The State cost of the SOQ for
the 1995-96 school year, undercurrent State policy, is $2,547,544,815. As shown in Table
1, the State SOQ cost under the full funding option ranged from a high of$2,556,198, 767
to a low of $2,547,788,389. Under this funding option: the Linear Weighted Average
approach would cost the State approximately $8,653,000 more than the current policy;
the VCCS Policy approach would cost the State approximately $244,000 more; and the
Stratified Match approach would cost the State approximately $5,912,000 more than the
current policy.
Likewise, required SOQ costs to localities would vary under different cost
calculation and State funding options, although the actual expenditure levels of Northern Virginia school divisions generally exceed the SOQ costs under all scenarios. The
local cost of the SOQ for the 1995-96 school year, under current State policy, is
$1,520,466,080. As shown in Table 2, the local SOQ cost under the full funding option
ranged from a high of $1,540,252,284 to a low of $1,520,958,389. Under this funding
option: the Linear Weighted Average approach would require Northern Virginia
localities to pay approximately 819,786,000 more than the current policy; the VCCS
Policy approach would require these localities to pay approximately $493,000 more; and
the Stratified Match approach would require these localities to pay approximately
$13,417,000 more than under the current policy. Appendix E shows the estimated SOQ
costs for individual localities.

Advantages and Disadvantages ofFunding Option. The main advantage
ofthe full funding option is that it is consistent with the intent ufthe General Assembly
at the time the SOQ formula was revised in 1988: to fully fund the State share of
accurately calculated SOQ costs. This option is also consistent with promoting the goal
of pupil equity, as it was defined in the 1988 JLARC SOQ study. The main disadvantage
of this option is that it would cost the State more money compared to current practice
(ranging from approximately $244,000 to $8,653,000), and it would require Northern
Virginia localities to pay more to meet estimated SOQ costs as well (ranging from
approximately $466,000 to $19,786,000), although in reality they generally exceed these
higher spending levels already.
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Fund Only at Teachers'
funding

been used by the State in recent years. The current
annn)a(;h to
adjustment is to recognize
competing
differential
(that is, 9.32 percent), and
other job
categories in the
as welL The rationale for this
be that
the vast majority ~ approximately two-thirds ~ of school
employees are
teachers. Therefore, if a single number were to be chosen as the cost of competing
adjustment
all school division personnel, and that number were to be the median (or
the most frequently occurring) of all the possible differentials that would apply to the
various employees in school divisions, then that number would
the differential that
is applied to teachers. Under the Linear Weighted Average approach, the same
differential is applied to teachers and all other school division positions: 13.96 percent.
Under the VCCS Policy approach, the differential applied to teachers is 8.0 percent.
Under the Stratified Match approach, the differential applied to teachers is 9.32 percent.

Estimated SOQ Funding Impacts. Under this funding option, the Linear
Weighted Average approach results are identical to those under the full funding option,
because the same differential (13.96 percent) is applied to teachers and all other positions
in either case. The State cost, then, is $2,556,198,767, or approximately $8,653,000 more
than under the current policy. The corresponding SOQ cost to localities is $1,549,252,284,
or an additional $19,786,204 compared to the current policy. Using the VCCS Policy
approach, the State cost is $2,545,104,605, or approximately $2,440,000 less than under
the current policy. The corresponding SOQ cost to localities is $1,514,826,062, or
approximately $5,640,000 less than under the current policy. Using the Stratified Match
approach, teachers have a differential of 9.32 percent. Therefore, applying this 9.32
percent differential to all school division positions is identical to current State policy,
which has a State SOQ cost of$2,54 7,544,815 and a required local cost of$1,520,466,080.
Again, Appendix E shows the SOQ costs for individual school divisions.
Advantages and Disadvantages ofFunding
The main advantage
of this funding option appears to be that it saves the State money (under the VCCS or the
Stratified Match approaches), compared to the full funding option. Of course, this
advantage to the State would be seen as a disadvantage to the
school divisions that
would receive less funding as a result (and that would be paying for higher teacher
salaries anyway).
One disadvantage to this funding option is that there is no need for the
fundamental assumption
it: that a single differential
some job category
(whether in the form of a median or a mode) be applied to all school divisionjob categories
when adjusting for the cost of competing. As demonstrated
VCCS Policy and the
Stratified Match
there are ways to aggregate various
into a
information into account rather
ignore it. A more
single number that take
serious disadvantage of this funding option is that it may result in the State actually not
funding
of the SOQ costs, because the costs of competing
appear
to be lower than those of many other categories
school
This
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downward bias seems to contradict the intent of the General Assembly to fully fund the
State share of SOQ costs when it revised the SOQ funding formula in 1988.

CONCLUSION

In sum, this study found: (1) a cost of competing adjustment to SOQ funding is
still needed and appropriate, especially because the State has to provide cost of competing
differentials for its own employees in Northern Virginia; and (2) this adjustment could
be refined by more carefully matching all categories of school division positions required
to implement the SOQ with comparable State classified positions. While there is room for
further refinement in the future, the Stratified Match calculation used in this study, fully
funded, is a reasonable step in improving the cost of competing adjustment. This
refinement would cost the State an additional $5.9 million, and require a higher
minimum baseline expenditure of$13.4 million per year in SOQ funding in the Northern
Virginia localities. But these additional costs would reflect more accurately the costs of
implementing the SOQ in Northern Virginia school divisions.
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Item 15#4C - 1995 Appropriation Act
The Joint Legislative Audit and Review Commission, with the assistance ofthe
Superintendent of Public Instruction, shall conduct a study of the impact which the cost
of competing for personnel in the Planning District Slabor market has on school division
salary costs and the availability of qualified applicants for instructional positions.
Specifically, the study shall compare professions that are directly competitive with the
types of positions that are required to implement the Standards of Quality. The
Department of Personnel and Training shall provide assistance in this review as may be
requested. The results of this study shall be provided to the Chairmen of the Senate
Finance and House Appropriations Committees no later than October 1, 1995.
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Details on Rationale, Data, and Calculations
Used in the VCCS Policy Approach
There are at least three reasons for using Northern Virginia Community
College instead of George Mason University as a comparative benchmark for Northern
Virginia school divisions. One is that faculty positions at George Mason generally have
substantial research, as well as teaching, duties. In contrast, the duties of Northern
Virginia Community College faculty focus far more on teaching, which makes them far
more comparable to school division faculty duties.
A second reason is that the 8.5 percent cost of competing differential applied to
George Mason faculty positions is based on comparisons made across the entire nation,
and not on regions within Virginia. According to staff of the State Council of Higher
Education for Virginia (SCHEV), faculty salaries for George Mason University are
determined in two steps. The first step is to determine the base faculty salary of each
senior institution of higher education in Virginia, in comparison to peer institutions
selected for that particular institution. Every senior institution in Virginia has a peer
group of approximately two dozen other institutions across the country, and faculty
salaries in this peer group are used to determine the amount the State will budget for
faculty salaries at each Virginia institution. The second step is to adjust this base faculty
salary for any regional differences in cost ofliving. In 1987, SCHEV contracted a study
to determine whether the peer group members were in localities with comparable costs
of living at each Virginia senior institution. The study found that for most Virginia
institutions, the peer group members generally came from settings with a comparable
cost ofliving. The only exception was George Mason University. The study determined
that George Mason's surroundings had a cost ofliving that was higher than those of its
peer institutions in general, and that an 8.5 percent increase in faculty compensation
would adjust for this difference in what an appropriate base salary should be. All of
George Mason's peer institutions were outside of Virginia. Consequently, George
Mason's faculty cost of competing differential, although empirically derived, cannot be
as meaningfully used to represent Northern Virginia school divisions' regional cost of
competing compared to other regions of the State.
The third reason is that George Mason University contracts out far more of its
support services to the private sector compared to other higher education institutions. As
a result, the mix offull-time State classified employees at George Mason is less "typical"
compared to that of any other higher education institution in Virginia. Consequently, it
is less clear how comparable non-faculty support positions at George Mason (in contrast
to Northern Virginia Community College) may be to school division support positions.
In sum, compared to George Mason University, the situation of Northern
Virginia Community College appears to be a "closer fit" to that of Northern Virginia
school divisions. Extending this assumption, under this approach faculty positions at
Northern Virginia Community College would be considered analogous to instructional
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positions in Northern Virginia school divisions. Likewise, non-faculty support positions
at Northern Virginia Community College would be considered analogous to noninstructional support positions in school divisions.
In aggregate, non-faculty employees at Northern Virginia Community College
receive a 15.95 percent differential compared to their counterparts elsewhere in the
State. This aggregated 15.95 percent differential is based on data from the VCCS
regarding 601 State classified employees at Northern Virginia Community College. The
VCCS data included the job title, grade, and number of employees in each position. The
corresponding salary range and Northern Virginia differential for each position was
determined from the 1995 Commonwealth ofVirginia Compensation Plan. Because the
differentials range from 4 steps to 12 steps for different types of positions, a method was
needed to summarize these various differentials in a single number. Further, it was
assumed that the differentials of job classes with more employees or with higher salary
costs should receive more weight in this aggregated differential. Consequently, the
weighting scheme for deriving this aggregated differential can be characterized as
I,(nXsXd)
I,(n)(s)
where:
n = number of employees in job class
s = salary level of job class
d = cost of competing differential of job class.
The spreadsheet in Exhibit 2 displays the data from the 601 non-faculty
employees at Northern Virginia Community College and the calculation to derive an
aggregated cost of competing. For each job class, the spreadsheet shows the job title, the
number of employees, the step differential, the grade, the salary range and its midpoint.
The salary level used was the midpoint of the salary range, because the actual prevailing
salary of each job class was not known. The weight assigned to each job class differential
is shown in the far right column (number of employees times the salary midpoint of the
job class). The spreadsheet calculates the aggregated differential by summing the
weighted job class differentials and dividing it by the sum of the weights.
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Appendix C
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on Rationale, Data,
Calculations
Used in
Stratified Match Approach

This appendix has two main objectives in documenting several aspects concerning the Stratified Match approach to calculating a cost of competing adjustment. One is
to describe in more detail an overview of the general approach used. The other is to
describe the rationale and data sources for matches in each of the 42 subcategories of
school
positions used in this approach.

OVERVIEW OF GENERAL APPROACH

The general approach to deriving aggregate cost of competing differentials can
be summarized in three steps.
L

Determine school division job categories and subcategories.

2.

Match up State job classes (that have a Northern Virginia differential) with
school division job subcategories.

3.

Weight the differentials associated with the various subcategories, to come
up with a single differential for all instructional positions, and a separate
single differential for all non-instructional support positions.

School Division Job Categories and Subcategories
The most meaningful set of school division job subcategories that can be
compared to State classified positions come from the Virginia Department ofEducation's
(DOE) Annual School Report form, in which every school division reports the number of
full time equivalent personnel positions. However, some categories and subcategories
are not included because they are currently not covered by SOQ funding. Some of these
excluded subcategories are: Homebound instructional; Administrative, admin.; Administrative, other professional; Administration, technical; and Administration, clerical.
JLft~C staff included the Administration subcategories in the SOQ funding formula in
the 1988 SOQ study, but since that time they have been excluded from SOQ funding.
Another category to which the SOQ cost of competing adjustment is not applied is
Transportation, because the SOQ funding calculation for this area is determined
separately from the rest ofSOQ funding. Calculations used in this other part of the SOQ
funding formula already reflect some of the higher regional costs of competing that show
qnr1rt.0tirm costs, so making an additional cost of competing adjustment
specific category does not appear to be warranted.

In each of the subcategories, statewide totals for full-time equivalent positions
were used as weights in deriving aggregate differentials. The reason for basing the
weights on statewide totals, rather than totals from Northern Virginia school divisions
alone, is that the entire SOQ funding formula is based on statewide "prevailing" practices
or staffing levels, rather than practices or staffing levels that may be unique toNorthern
Virginia school divisions. After all, the cost of competing adjustment is a component of
the broader SOQ funding formula, rather than a literal compensation policy intended to
have a direct impact on Northern Virginia employees' paychecks. This broader SOQ
funding formula relies heavily on the notion of prevailing statewide practices, rather
than the practices of an individual school division. This reliance is intended to deemphasize factors which an individual school division can manipulate, and thereby
reduce the ability of an individual school division to manipulate the SOQ funding
formula. In this way, the weights reflecting staffing levels in this cost of competing
adjustment are more reflective of statewide prevailing practice than Northern Virginia
prevailing practice. Consequently, the components of the cost of competing adjustment
under this option are more consistent with the other components of the SOQ funding
formula.

Match State Job Classes with School Division Subcategories
State job positions with a Northern Virginia differential were selected and
sorted into the school division subcategories. The results of this sorting exercise are
documented in Appendix D. In this sorting exercise, State job classes filled by non-faculty
employees at Northern Virginia Community College were also included. In this exercise,
a wide range of positions were considered for each category and subcategory, to be able
to see how much the range of differentials would vary if the standards for "comparable
positions" were broadened or narrowed. If broadening the comparisons substantially
widened the range of differentials seen, then there may have been reason to suspect that
keeping the comparisons narrow would arbitrarily affect the kind of differentials
observed. On the other hand, if the differentials tended to remain uniform regardless of
how broad the comparisons may be, then there was reason to have more confidence in the
comparability and stability of the differential selected. In general, broadening the
comparisons did not appear to widen substantially the range of differentials for most
subcategories.

Weighting Subcategories to Derive Aggregate Differentials
The differentials associated with each subcategory were weighted by number of
employees and by salary level, to derive a single aggregate differential for instructional
positions, and a separate one for non-instructional support positions. Similar to that
used in the VCCS Policy approach, the weighting scheme can be characterized as
L(nXsXdl
L(n)(s)
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where:
n = number of employees in subcategory
s =salary level (either prevailing salary, ifknown, or midpoint of salary range)
d = cost of competing differential assigned to subcategory.
The components "n," "s," and "d" can be described further in more general terms
here, but are discussed in more detail for each subcategory in the next section of this
appendix. The number of employees in the subcategory ("n") are statewide totals
reported to the Department of Education from the school divisions, as already discussed
above. The data sources are either the Superintendent's Annual Report, a DOE
publication, or Annual School Report data that were provided by DOE staff at the request
of JLARC staff. The salary level ("s") is either (1) the prevailing salary used in SOQ
funding that can be applied to a given subcategory if available, or (2) if the prevailing
salary is not available for that subcategory, the midpoint of the salary range assigned to
the subcategory. This assignment is based on the range of grades of State job classes that
are used as comparators for the subcategory, as shown in Appendix D. The range is the
minimum salary of the lowest grade and the maximum salary of the highest grade. These
midpoints are intended to serve as rough proxies in the weighting scheme for the
magnitude of prevailing salaries in these subcategories, which are not known directly.
Finally, the differential ("d") for a given subcategory is determined by examining the
comparator State positions listed in Appendix D, and determining which differential
appears to be predominant in that subcategory. "Predominance" generally means that
the vast majority of job classes listed for a given subcategory has the same differential.

RATIONALE AND DATA SOURCES FOR MATCHES IN SUBCATEGORIES

Forty-two job subcategories from DOE school division data were used to derive
aggregate cost of competing differentials. The spreadsheet in Exhibit 3 displays the data
entered for each element in each subcategory, and the calculations used to derive the
aggregate differentials. This section describes, for each subcategory, the data sources
and (if they are not obvious from the data sources) the rationales for determining the
selected differential and the selected salary level. It also shows the weights used in
deriving the aggregate differentials.

Instructional Positions
Elementary Teachers, Secondary Teachers, Elementary Assistant Principals, Secondary Assistant Principals, Elementary Principals, Secondary Principals, Teacher Aides. The "number of employees" in these categories are taken from
the DOE's Superintendent's Annual Report for Virginia (pp. 78-79). A 4-step (9.32
percent) differential is applied to teachers, because the vast majority of comparable
professional State classified positions receive a 4-step Northern Virginia adjustment (see
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the "Teachers" list in Appendix D). Similarly, teacher aides receive a 4-step differential
because all comparable State classified positions (shown in the "Teacher Aides" list in
Appendix D) receive a 4-step Northern Virginia differential. Finally, the prevailing
salaries for these various types of instructional positions computed by DOE stafffor the
1993-94 school year are used as the salary weights.

Guidance Counselors. The number of employees is the statewide total
reported by DOE from the 1993 Annual School Report data. The DOE 1993 Annual
School Report numbers will be the data source for this item in all ofthe other remaining
subcategories as well, unless specified otherwise. The differential oflO steps is based on
the fact that the only comparable State classified positions that could be found for this
subcategory are "Vocational rehabilitation counselor" and "Vocational employment
counselor." Both job classes have a Northern Virginia differential of 10 steps. Further,
prevailing salaries of guidance counselors were not readily available. But both comparable State job classes are Grade 9, so the midpoint from the Grade 9 salary range was
taken as a proxy.
Media Librarian. The State job class counterparts are Librarian A and
Librarian B, which both have a 4 step differential. These two positions are Grades 9 and
10, which was used to define the salary range from which a salary midpoint was taken.

Instructional Support Positions

Guidance Administration. All administrative positions were assumed to be
professional in nature, rather than clerical or technical (which are separate categories,
as discussed below). Therefore, a wide variety of State classified administrative positions
were pooled as shown on the "Professional Administration" list in Appendix D. Examination of the job classes listed on these pages shows that the predominant Northern
Virginia differential in this category is 4 steps. Although DOE provided a prevailing
salary for "Instructional professional" support personnel, the prevailing salary was not
split out between administrative professionals and other professionals such as social
workers. Therefore, a salary range midpoint was used. The "Professional Administration" list in Appendix D shows that the State job classes tended to range from grade 5 to
grade 17, which were used to define the lower and upper ends of the salary range for
administrative professionals. This wide grade and salary range also takes into account
the fact that administrative positions may include high-level professional management
positions, such as those which may include names such as "director" or "superintendent"
in the job title. The resulting midpoint of the salary range for administrative professions
is $42,770.
Guidance Technical. "Technical" positions in the Instructional Support
category generally tend to be at the low end of "administrative professional" job series
positions. Consequently, they were assigned a differential of 4 steps, to be consistent with
the predominant differential found among "professional administration" job classes in
Appendix D. DOE had calculated a prevailing salary for "Instructional technical/clerical
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personnel." As a result, this prevailing salary was
Instructional Support category.
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Social Worker Clerical. The same assumptions made for the "guidance
clerical" subcategory apply to this subcategory.
Homebound Administration, Improvement Administration, and Media
Administration. The same assumptions made for "guidance administration" are made
for these subcategories.
Homebound Clerical, Improvement Clerical, Media Clerical, and Principal Clerical. The same assumptions made for "guidance clerical" are made for these
subcategories.
Improvement Instructional. According to the DOE's Annual School Report
General Instructions, staff in this subcategory are involved in "[a]ctivities primarily for
assisting instructional staff in planning, developing, and evaluating the process of
providing learning experiences for students. These activities include curriculum development, techniques of instruction, child development and understanding, staff training,
etc." These job duties appear to be closely related to those of teachers. Therefore, this
subcategory was assigned the same Northern Virginia differential as that which
predominates State classified jobs that are comparable to teachers: 4 steps, or 9.32
percent. For this subcategory, the salary range was assumed to match DPT's salary
ranges for academic teachers and vocational teachers. The midpoint of this salary range
is $32,231.
Improvement Technical, Media Technical, and Principal Technical.
The same assumptions made for "guidance technical" are made for these subcategories.
Media Instructional. Positions in this subcategory are assumed to focus
primarily on the use oflibrary and other media resources as aids in teaching. Therefore,
the same assumptions made for the "improvement instructional" subcategory are made
for this subcategory.

Attendance and Health
Attendance and Health Administration. According to DOE's Annual
School Report General Instructions, attendance and health services consist of those
activities which have as their primary purpose the promotion and improvement of
children's attendance at school, including activities in the field of physical and mental
health, such as medicine, dentistry, psychology, psychiatry, nursing services, and
speech/audiology services. Attendance services are assumed to be included in this
subcategory. The same assumption for applying a 4-step (9.32 percent) differential to
other administrative positions applies to this subcategory. DOE staff estimated the
prevailing salary for "attendance & health administrative personnel" to be $34,161.
Attendance and Health- Oher Professional. This subcategory is assumed
to consist primarily of professionals providing psychological services or speech/audiology
services. As the "Attendance and Health" list in Appendix D indicates, the State has
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several comparable classified positions: a speech JRicnuE'lS"oc S<3nes, uumcJWis"'''
psychologist series, The vast majority of
differential of 10 steps (24.95 percent), so
subcategory. The majority of these professional pos:tiorts
14. The psychology management series
director") were assumed to be more administrative in nature,
corresponding to these positions are not reflected in
subcategory. The midpoint ofthe assumed
range for

Attendance and Health- School V¥Jcrf<P.
section of the "Attendance and Health" list in A!lpEm(lix
for nurses are given a 6 step (14,30 percent) Northern irginia
a 6 step differential is assigned to this subcategory,
nurses are most
comparable to public health nurses and public health nurse co:ns:Lllt.ar:,ts, which range
from Grade 11 to Grade 17, the resulting midpoint of the
salary range is
$48,319.
Attendance and Health - Technical In
positions are assumed to fall at the lower end of professional
or "technicians") in the administrative, other professional,
Further, school nurses are assumed to have more
administrative or other professionals. Consequently, this subcategory is ctboulwcu
have the same differential as that applied to the school nurse subcategory:
14.30 percent. DOE staff calculate the prevailing
technical/clerical personnel" to be approximately $15,941. Using assumptions owuEu
those applied to instructional support technical/clerical personnel, this orevaiilin£
is assumed to be appropriate for this subcategory.
Attendance and Health- Clerical. The same
staff in the instructional support category are made for this subcategor;,
DOE
prevailing salary for "attendance and health Iel;mncaJJCIE;n,~al pers<miael
$15,941 is
used for this subcategory.

Operations and Maintenance
Operations and Maintenance - A•ctnniu;;tr·aliu:•n
were made for this category as with administrative
category. A 4-step differential is assumed, with an a~suJJuc:u ~<uw y
grade 5 to grade 17 resulting in a salary range uucu 1m,u
Operations and Maintenance maintenance services include not only building and
maintenance services, but security services as
this subcategory are assumed to be primarily in
because the skilled positions in building
nance services are included in the "technical

IJmgutg
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is also based on
substantial nucmbecrs

prevailing ba.nu v
which is the salary

"trades" subcategory
on the
classified posil;ions
differential
grade 4 to grade
range from $18,765 to

sonne!" to be
was appl;.ed
"operations and maintenance "'''"''ut;cu
with "trades" personneL

"service" personnel and
For example, cu:stoditll
"servicej' positions.,
groundskeepers. Cc>ns.equently
be housekeeping pos1t10rts
subcategory was uo.o'c·"cu
corresponds to
the grounds wnrh•r
Appendix D). Furthc~er. poe:iti<ms
vvas used to uernce
range is $21,159.

Facilities

tial
and operations
subcategory was
professional staff conc•enaecd
constructing buildings
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systems and other built-in equipment; and improving sites. As shown on the "Facilities"
list in Appendix D, higher-level professional State classified positions all have a 4-step
differential, and range from grade 12 to grade 14, which is consistent with this
subcategory.

Facilities - Other Professional. This subcategory is assumed to include
staff comparable to State classified positions such as "building construction inspector"
and the engineering technician series. These positions are given an 8-step (19.51 percent)
Northern Virginia differential, and range from grade 5 to grade 11. The midpoint ofthe
corresponding salary range assigned to this subcategory is $28,311.
Facilities- ClericaL The same assumptions regarding the differential for
clerical staff in other categories were applied to this subcategory. DOE staff did not
calculate a prevailing salary for clerical/technical staff in this category. However, the
prevailing salaries for clerical/technical staff in other categories were very similar in
magnitude: $14,556, $15,583, and $15,941. Therefore, the middle value (which is also
the value applied to clerical staff in the operations and maintenance category) was
applied to this subcategory.
Superintendent and Assistant Superintendent
In addition to the subcategories listed above, SOQ funding also covers recognized SOQ costs for superintendents and assistant superintendents. Therefore, these
positions should also be included in deriving an aggregated cost of competing adjustment
for non-instructional support staff. The "number of employees" in this category is taken
from DOE's Superintendent's Annual Report for Virginia (p. 70). A 4-step (9.32 percent)
differential is assigned to this category because it is the differential applied to other
professional administrative positions in the other categories. The salary weight is based
on the prevailing salaries of school division superintendents and assistant superintendents, as reported by DOE staff: $74,996 and $62,430, respectively, which is averaged to
$68,713.
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Matching School Division Job Categories
with State Classified Positions
The following lists document the Department of Personnel and Training (DPT)
job classes with a Northern Virginia cost of competing differential that were selected for
comparison with school division positions. The number of steps in the differential (under
"Step Diff') and the grade for each State job class are shown. The school division job
categories are based on school division functions described in the instructions to the
Department of Education's (DOE) Annual School Report. The State classified positions
are from DPT's 1995 Commonv.Jealth of Virginia Compensation Plan.
These lists also include State classified positions at Northern Virginia Community College. There are 601 non-faculty employees at that institution.

Teachers
Teacher Aides
Instructional Positions - Support
Instructional Support
Clerical
Facilities
Operations and Maintenance Services
Attendance and Health
Professional Administration

46
49
50
51

52
53
54

57
59

Pllge 46
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TEACHERS
Class#

Job class

Step diff

Grade

33065

Academic teachers

4

TE

32021
32022

Librarian A
Librarian B

4
4

9
10

32042

Historian B

4

9

32051

Archivist A

4

8

33012

Technical instruction coordinator

4

12

33021
33022

Training and development coordinator
Training and development coordinator senior

4
4

12

31022
31023

Education associate specialist
Education principal specialist

4
4

14
16

34031
34032
34033

Research specialist
Research specialist senior
Research specialist advanced

4
4
4

8

11

35051
35052

Health educator
Health educator senior

4
4

10

35061

Health education supervisor

4

12

36291

History education coordinator

4

9

47302

Visually handicapped instructor

10

9

47312

Visually handicapped orientation &
mobility instructor

10

9

4

11
9
11

47321
47324
47325

Visually handicapped education coordinator
Visually handicapped education trainee
Visually handicapped education specialist

10

10

11

9
8

Page
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OTHER PROFESSIONAL POSITIONS
Class#

Job class

Step diff

Grade

52025

Electrical engineer

4

12

52014
52015
52016
52017

Environmental engineer
Environmental engineer senior
Environmental engineer consultant
Environmental technical services administrator

4
4
4
4

12
13
14
15

52241
52242
13
52243

Safety engineer
Safety engineer senior

4

12
4

Safety engineer supervisor

4

14

15042
15043
12
15044
15045
15046

Programmer
Programmer/analyst

4

10
4

Senior programmer analyst
Systems analyst
Programming/systems development supervisor

4
4
4

14
15
16

15051
15052
15053
15054

Computer systems engineer
Computer systems senior engineer
Computer center lead engineer
Computer systems chief engineer

4
4
4
4

14
15
16
17

15063
15064
15067
15068
15069

Data processing manager
Data processing director
Data base analyst
Data base administrator
Data base administrator senior

4
4
4
4
4

17
18
15
16
17

15073

Computer operations supervisor

4

12

15081
15082

Computer network support technician
Computer network support technician senior

4
4

9
10

23414
23415
23416
23417
23418

Accountant
Accountant senior
Accounting manager A
Accounting manager B
Accounting manager C

4
4
4
4
4

9
11
12
14
15
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Job class

2:3421
23422
23423
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Step diff

Grade

Business manager A
Business manager B
Business manager C

4
4

10
12
14

23441
23442
2.3444
2.3445
23445

Auditor - internal
Auditor senior - internal
Audit director - internal
Audit supervisor - internal
Audit manager senior - internal

4

4
4
4
4

23451
23452

Auditor - external
Auditor senior - external

4
4

4

11
13
18
15
17
11

12
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TEACHER AIDES
Class#

Job class

Step diff

Grade

34093

Instructional assistant

4

7

34051
34052

Instructional center technician
Instructional center supervisor

4
4

6
7

31111
31112

Extension center assistant A
Extension center assistant B

4
4

7
9

32012

Library assistant

4

8

.. --~------- ________ App_endixes

INSTRUCTIONAL POSITIONS- SUPPORT
According to instructions in the DOE Annual School Report, this category
includes guidance counselors and librarians, which are included in the Instructional
Positions category in SOQ funding calculations. Guidance services involve counseling
with students and parents; consulting with other staff members on learning problems;
evaluating the abilities of students; assisting students as they make their own educational and career plans and choices; assisting students in personal and social development; providing referral assistance; and working with other staff members in planning
and conducting guidance programs for students. Librarian activities are concerned with
the use of all teaching and learning resources, including hardware, and content materials.
Class#

Job class

47023

Sep diff

Grade

Vocational rehabilitation counselor

10

9

47025

Vocational employment counselor

10

9

32021
32022

Librarian A
Librarian B

4
4

9

10

Appendixes

INSTRUCTIONAL SUPPORT
According to instructions in the DOE Annual School Report, this category
includes job positions designed to assess and improve the well-being of students and to
supplement the teaching process. It includes school social worker services and homebound
instruction support. It also involves job positions designed to assist the instructional staff
with the content and process of providing learning experiences for students. It includes
services such as curriculum development, staff training, and media services (that is,
services in support oflibrarians).
Class#

Job class

Step diff

Grade

SOCIAL WORKER SUBCATEGORY

45103

Social worker

10

8

45112
45113
45114

Clinical social worker
Clinical social work supervisor
Clinical social work director

10
10
10

11

10
13

GUIDANCE, HOMEBOUND, IMPROVEMENT AND MEDIA TECHNICAL

34051
34052

Instructional center technician
Instructional center supervisor

4
4

6
7

31111
31112

Extension center assistant A
Extension center assistant B

4
4

7
9

32012

Library assistant

4

8

CLERICAL
Class#

Job class

11023
11024
11025
11026
11027

Office services
Office services
Office services
Office services
Office services

11035
11036
11037
11038

Step diff

Grade

8
8
8
8
8

2
4
5
6
7

Secretary
Secretary senior
Executive secretary
Executive secretary senior

8
8
8
8

4
5
6
7

11045
11046

Program support technician
Program support tech senior

8
8

6
7

11066
11067

Postal aide
Postal assistant

8
8

2
4

aide
assistant
specialist
supervisor
supervisor senior

Appendixes

FACILITIES
According to instructions in the DOE Annual School Report, this category
includes job positions concerned with acquiring land and buildings; remodeling buildings; constructing buildings and additions to buildings; initially installing or extending
service systems and other built-in equipment; and improving sites. Activities include:
site acquisitions, site improvements, and acquiring architecture and engineering services.
Class#

Job class

52221
52222

Step diff

Grade

Capital outlay project engineer
Capital outlay program manager

4
4

13
14

61411

Building construction inspector

8

9

52025

Electrical engineer

4

12

52241

Safety engineer

4

12

35131

Telecommunications network analyst

4

13

54021
54022
54023
54024
54025
54026
54027

Engineering technician I
Engineering technician II
Engineering technician III
Engineering technician IV
Engineering technician V
Engineering technician VI
Engineering technician VII

8
8
8
8
8
8
8

5
6
7
8
9

10
11

OPERATIONS AND MAINTENANCE SERVICES
According to instructions in the DOE Annual School Report, job positions in this
category are concerned with keeping the physical plant open, comfortable, and safe for
use, and keeping the grounds, buildings, and equipment in effective working condition
and state of repair. Activities focus on maintaining safety in buildings, on the grounds,
and in the vicinity of schools. Activities include: keeping the physical plant clean and
ready for daily use (such as operating the heating, lighting, and ventilating systems, and
repairing and replacing facilities and equipment); grounds services (such as snow
removal, landscaping, and grounds maintenance); equipment services (such as servicing
and repairing furniture, machines, and movable equipment); vehicle services, other than
pupil transportation vehicles (such as maintaining general purpose vehicles such as
trucks, tractors, graders, and staff vehicles); security services; and warehousing and
distributing services.
Class#

Job class

Step diff

Grade

TRADES & TECHNICAL

61111
61112

Locksmith
Locksmith senior

8
8

,.,6

61301
61302
61303
61304

Carpenter assistant
Carpenter
Carpenter senior
Carpenter supervisor

8
8
8
8

4

61351
61352
61353
61354

HVAC
HVAC
HVAC
HVAC

61371
61372
61373

Electrician assistant
Electrician
Electrician senior

8
8
8

8

61381
61382
61383
61384

Trades/utilities
Trades/utilities
Trades/utilities
Trades/utilities

8
8
8
8

3
6
7
9

61402
61403

Painter
Painter lead

8
8

6
7

61431
61432

Boiler operator assistant
Boiler operator

8

4

8

6

installation &
installation &
installation &
installation &

repair assistant
repair technician
repair senior technician
repair supervisor

worker
senior worker
lead worker
mechanic

8
8
8
8

I

7

8
9

6
8
9

10
4

7
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Class#

Job class

61441

Step diff

Grade

Power plant mechanic

8

7

61502
61503
61504

Plumber/steamfitter
Plumber/steamfitter lead worker
Plumber/steamfitter supervisor

8
8
8

7
8

61081
61082
61083

Laboratory mechanic A
Laboratory mechanic B
Laboratory mechanic C

8
8
8

4
6
8

63181
63182
63183
63184
63185

Equipment repair technician
Equipment repair technician senior
Equipment repair supervisor
Equipment repair manager
Equipment repair manager senior

8
8
8
8
8

7
8

55011
55012
55013

Electronic technician
Electronic technician senior
Electronic technician supervisor

8
8
8

11

64082
64083
64084

Storekeeper
Storekeeper
Storekeeper

8
8
8

4
6
7

62031
62032
62033

Housekeeping worker
Housekeeping lead worker
Housekeeping worker senior

12
12
12

1
2
3

62041
62042
62043

Housekeeping supervisor
Housekeeping supervisor senior
Housekeeping manager

12
12
12

4
6
8

Grounds
Grounds
Grounds
Grounds

12
12
12
12

2
3
6
8

10
10

8

9

9

10
11

9

10

SERVICE

LABORER

62151
62152
62153
62154

worker
worker senior
lead worker
supervisor

OTHER PROFESSIONAL

76041
76051

Police officer
Police sergeant

9
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Class#

Job class

76052
76053

Police lieutenant
Police captain

Step diff

Grade

10
10

10
11

ADMINISTRATIVE POSITIONS

61281
61282

Building and grounds supervisor A
Building and grounds supervisor B

8
8

10

61283
61284
61285
61286
61287

Building and grounds superintendent A
Building and grounds superintendent B
Building and grounds director A
Building and grounds director B
Building and grounds director C

4
4
4
4
4

12
13
14
15

61463

Power plant superintendent senior

4

12

34101

Student activities building manager

4

7

9

11
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ATTENDANCE AND HEALTH
Attendance and Health Services consist of those activities which have as their
primary purpose the promotion and improvement of children's attendance at school. It
includes various activities in the field of physical and mental health, such as medicine,
dentistry, psychology, psychiatry and nursing services. It also includes speech and
audiology services.
Class#

Job class

Step diff

Grade

SCHOOL NURSE

42011
42012

Public health nurse
Public health nurse senior

6
6

11

42021
42022
42023

Public health nurse supervisor
Public health nurse manager
Public health nurse manager senior

6
6
6

13
14
15

42051
42052

Certified nurse practitioner
Certified nurse practitioner senior

6
6

14
15

42061
42062
42063

Public health nurse consultant
Public health nurse coordinator
Public health nurse director

6
6
6

15
16
17

42141
42142
42143
42144
42145
42146
42147

Registered nurse
Registered nurse clinician A
Registered nurse clinician B
Registered nurse coordinator
Registered nurse manager A
Registered nurse manager B
Registered clinical nurse specialist

6
6
6
6
6
6
6

11

12
13
14
16
17
16

44051
44052

Practical nurse A
Practical nurse B

6
6

6
7

10
10

11

12

6

11

10

7

12

OTHER PROFESSIONAL

43031
43032

Speech pathologist
Speech pathologist supervisor

41081

Audiologist

45021

Psychologist assistant
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Class#

Job class

Step diff

Grade

45051
45052

Psychologist
Psychologist senior

10
10

11
14

45061
45062

Psychology supervisor
Psychology director

10
10

15
16

34011
34012
34013

Enrollment services assistant
Enrollment services specialist
Enrollment services coordinator

4
4
4

8
10

44181

Corrections nurse technician

6

7

44191

Nursing assistant

6

4

7

TECHNICAL
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PROFESSIONAL ADMINISTRATION
Services provided by staff in these positions include: information services;
personnel; planning; fiscal; purchasing; and data processing.
Class#

Job class

Step diff

Grade

12071
12072

Administrative staff assistant
Administrative staff specialist

4
4

8
10

15011
15012
15013

Data processing installation & repair technician
Data processing installation & repair technician senior
Data processing installation & repair supervisor

8
8
8

8
10
12

15042
15043
15044
15045
15046

Computer programmer
Programmer/analyst
Senior programmer/analyst
Systems analyst
Programming/systems development supervisor

4
4
4
4
4

10
12
14
15
16

15051
15052
15053
15054
15055

Computer systems engineer
Computer systems senior engineer
Computer center lead engineer
Computer systems chief engineer
Data processing documentation technician

4
4
4
4
4

14
15
16
17
6

15063
15064
15067
15068
15069

T)ata processing manager
Data processing director
Data base analyst
Data base administrator
Data base administrator senior

4
4
4
4
4

17
18
15
16
17

15071
15072
15073

Computer operations technician
Computer operations technician senior
Computer operations supervisor

4
4
4

6
8
12

15081
15082

Computer network support technician
Computer network support technician senior

4

9

4

10

21101
21102
21103
21104

Administrative
Administrative
Administrative
Administrative

4
4

10

4

4

12
13

21284
21285

Statistical analyst
Statistical analyst senior

4
4

9
11

support manager assistant - field
support manager - field
support manager senior - field
support coordinator - field

11
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Step diff

Grade

Agency management analyst
Agency management analyst senior
Agency management lead analyst

4
4
4

10

21421

Administrative procedures specialist

4

8

22011
22012

Hospital administrative assistant A
Hospital administrative assistant B

4
4

8
9

22026
22027

Grants program administrative supervisor
Grants program administrative manager

4
4

12
14

22041
22042

Human services program supervisor
Human services program manager

4
4

14
15

22071
22072

Grants specialist
Grants administrator

4
4

10

22102
22104
22105

MHMR facility administrator A
MHMR facility administrator B
MHMR facility director

4

4
4

22112
22113
22114

Mental hospital reimbursement representative
Mental hospital reimbursement supervisor A
Mental hospital reimbursement supervisor B

4
4
4

22152
22153

Training center assistant program manager
Training center program manager

22221
22222
22223
22224

Human services
Human services
Human services
Human services

Class#

Job class

21385
21386
21387

11

13

9

14
15
19
8
10
11

10
10

10

manager
manager senior
director
supervisor

4
4
4
4

13
14
15
12

22271
22272
22273

Human services program specialist
Human services program coordinator
Human services program consultant

4
4
4

12
13

23402
23403

Fiscal director A
Fiscal director B

4
4

14
16

23411
23412
23413

assistant
Fiscal technician
Fiscal technician senior

8

5
6
8

field
field
field
field

8
4

11

11
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Step diff

Grade

Accountant
Accountant senior
Accounting manager A
Accounting manager B
Accounting manager C

4
4
4
4
4

9
11

23421
23422
23423

Business manager A
Business manager B
Business manager C

4
4
4

10
12
14

23431
23432
23433

Budget analyst
Budget analyst senior
Budget manager

4
4
4

10
12
14

23441
23442
23444
23445
23445

Auditor - internal
Auditor senior - internal
Audit director - internal
Audit supervisor - internal
Audit manager senior -internal

4
4
4
4
4

11

13
18
15
17

23451
23452

Auditor - external
Auditor senior - external

4
4

12

26021
26022
26024

Purchase & stores supervisor A
Purchase & stores supervisor B
Purchase & stores director A

4
4
4

6
8
12

26101
26102
26103
26104

Buyer
Buyer specialist
Buyer senior
Buyer manager

4
4
4
4

8
9
13

26121
26122
26124
26125

Materiel
Materiel
Materiel
Materiel

4
4
4
4

8
10
13
16

27304

Human resource director

4

16

27311
27312
27313

Human resource field officer
Human resource field manager
Human resource field manager senior

4
4
4

12
14
15

27321
27322

Personnel assistant
Personnel analyst

8
4

7
9

Class#

Job class

23414
23415
23416
23417
23418

management technician
management supervisor
management director
management director senior

12
14
15

11

11
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Class#

Job class

Step diff

Grade

27323
27324
27325
27326

Personnel practices
Personnel practices
Personnel practices
Personnel practices

4
4
4
4

11
12
13
15

27351

Equal employment opportunity analyst

4

11

27361

Employment supervisor

4

11

27371
27372
27373

Classification & compensation analyst
Classification & compensation analyst senior
Classification & compensation supervisor

4
4
4

12
13

35251
35252
35253
35254

Public relations
Public relations
Public relations
Public relations

4
4
4
4

8
10
12
14

34082

Student services specialist

4

10

35311

Alumni program coordinator

4

10

analyst
analyst senior
supervisor
manager

assistant specialist
specialist
coordinator
manager

11

OTHER ADMINISTRATIVE/TECHNICAL SUPPORT

61156
61157

Printing press operator A
Printing press operator B

8
8

5
6

61184
61185

Printing services supervisor A
Printing services supervisor B

8
8

7
8

35071
35072

Graphic artist
Graphic designer

4
4

9

35021
35022

TV production technician
TV production specialist

4
4

9

35212

Television system technician

8

8

34041
34042

Audio visual technician
Audio visual supervisor

4
4

8
11

7
7
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FY 1996 SOQ School Division Costs Under Alternative
State Funding and Cost Calculation Options
Under the options presented in this report, only the SOQ costs of the Northern
Virginia school divisions are affected. The costs of school divisions outside Northern
Virginia do not change across the different alternatives. Therefore, only Northern
Virginia school division costs are reported on the next two pages.

--------

STATE FUNDING OPTION:
Cost Calculation Option:

FlJLL FUNDING, FY 1996

Linear Weighted Average Approach
Total Cost

State Cost

Local Cost

$ 72,429,795

$ 23,196,964

$ 49,232,831

540,391,713
76,810,646
181,162,894
41,839,836
9,824,232
3,858,193
21,569,281
7,110,826

190,948,146
22,342,240
112,152,871
12,801,871
3,099,812
1,707,122
11,564,853
5,087,964

349,443,566
54,468,406
69,010,023
29,037,964
6,724,419
4,151,071
10,004,427
2,022,861

School Division
Arlington
Fairfax County
Loudoun County
Prince William Co.
Alexandria
Fairfax City
Falls Church
Manassas
Manassas Park
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Cost Calculation Option:

VCCS Policy Approach

School Division

Total Cost

State Cost

Local Cost

$ 70,160,080

22,743,021
187,120,854
21,900,959
109,259,265
12,547,927
3,045,278
1,671,869
11,264,678
4,937,616

47,417,059
337,769,472
52,703,287
66,761,268
28,022,183
6,506,281
4,010,055
9,660,174
1,952,465

Arlington
Fairfax County
Loudoun County
Prince William Co.
Alexandria
Fairfax City
Falls Church
Manassas
Manassas Park

524,890,327
74,604,246
176,020,534
40,570,109
9,551,560
5,681,924
20,924,852
6,890,081

Cost Calculation Option:

Arlington
Fairfax County
Loudoun County
Prince William Co.
Alexandria
Fairfax City
Falls Church
Manassas
Manassas Park

Stratified Match Approach
Total Cost

State Cost

Local Cost

$ 71,603,260

$ 23,031,657
189,697,767
22,195,461
111,242,414
12,714,384
3,084,076
1,695,257
11,465,733
5,032,871

$ 48,571,603

535,327.395
76,076,757
179,544,878
41,402,394
9,745,550
5,798,875
21,356,481
7.029,937

345,629,628
53,881,296
68,302,464
28,688,010
6,661,474
4,103,618
9,890,748
1,997,066
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STATE FUNDING OPTION:

TEACHERS' RATES ONLY, FY 1996

Cost Calculation Option:

Linear Weighted Average Approach

School Division

Total Cost

State Cost

Local Cost

$ 72,429,795

$ 23,196,964

$ 49,232,831

540,391,713
76,810,646
181,162,894
41,839,836
9,824,232
5,858,193
21,569,281
7,110,826

190,948,146
22,342,240
112,152,871
12,801,871
3,099,812
1,707,122
11,564,853
5,087,964

349,443,566
54,468,406
69,010,023
29,037,964
6,724,419
4,151,071
10,004,427
2,022,861

Arlington
Fairfax County
Loudoun County
Prince William Co.
Alexandria
Fairfax City
Falls Church
Manassas
Manassas Park

Cost Calculation Option:

VCCS Policy Approach

School Division

Total Cost

State Cost

Local Cost

$ 69,536,409

$ 22,618,287

$ 46,918,122

519,854,002
73,893,173
17 4,365,896
40,195,397
9,456,515
5,625,313
20,724,219
6,826,106

185,877,386
21,758,745
108,328,201
12,472,985
3,026,269
1,660,547
11,171,223
4,894,042

333,976,616
52,134,429
66,037,695
27,722,413
6,430,246
3,964,766
9,552,996
1,932,064

Arlington
Fairfax County
Loudoun County
Prince William Co.
Alexandria
Fairfax City
Falls Church
Manassas
Manassas Park

Cost Calculation Option:

Stratified Match Approach

School Division

Total Cost

State Cost

Local Cost

$ 70,203,779

$ 22,751,762

$ 4 7,452,017

524,448,901
74,521,499
175,825,746
40,545,822
9,538,808
5,675,877
20,907,315
6,889,513

187,011,868
21,884,410
109,149,659
12,543,069
3,042,728
1,670,659
11,256,511
4,937,229

337,437,033
52,637,089
66,676,088
28,002,753
6,496,080
4,005,218
9,650,804
1,952,283

Arlington
Fairfax County
Loudoun County
Prince William Co.
Alexandria
Fairfax City
Falls Church
Manassas
Manassas Park
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AppendixF

Agency Responses
As part of an extensive data validation process, State agencies involved in a
JLARC assessment effort are given an opportunity to comment on an exposure draft of
the report. Appropriate technical corrections resulting from the written comments
have been made in this final version of the report.
This appendix contains the responses of the Secretary of Education and the
Department of Education.

COMMONWEALTH of VIRGINIA
Office of the Governor
George Allen

September 7, 1995

Governor

Beverly H. Sgro
Secretary of Education

Mr. Phillip A. Leone
Director
Joint Legislative Audit and Review Commission
Suite 1100, General Assembly Building
Capitol Square
Richmond, Virginia 23219

Dear~
Thank you for providing me a copy of an exposure draft of your technical report,
The Cost of Competing in Standards of Quality Funding. While I have no substantive
comments on the exposure draft, I will forward it to the Governor's Commission on
Champion Schools, for their information and review. I look forward to receipt of the
fmal report.
Again, thanks for giving me the opportunity to review this report.
Sincerely,

BHS/srd
c: Mr. Randolph A. Beales
Executive Director
Governor's Commission on Champion Schools

P.O. Box 1475 • Richmond, Virginia 23212 • (804) 786-1151 • TDD (804) 786-7765

COMMONWEALTH of VIRGINIA
DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION
P.O. Box 2120
Richmond, Virginia 23216-2120
WILLIAM C. BOSHER, JR.
Superintendent of Public Instruction

Office: (804) 225-2023
Fax: (804) 371-2099

September i 3, 1995

Mr. Philip A. Leone, Director
Joint Legislative Audit and Review Commisssion
General Assembly Building, Suite 1100
Capitol Square
Richmond, Vir~~Jf19
Dear

Mr. LaormU-f

We received two copies of your technical report, The Cost of Competing in
Standards of Quality Funding. Our staff has reviewed this report and verified the
information contained in the report which we had provided to you.

I would like to thank you for giving us the opportunity to review this document
before it is released for distribution.

WCBJr:jbr

JLARC Staff
RESEARCH STAFF

ADMINISTRATIVE STAFF

Director

Section Manager

Philip A. Leone

Joan M. Irby, Business Management
& Office Services

Deputy Director

R. Kirk Jonas

Charlotte A. Mary

Division Chiefs

Administrative Services

GlenS. Tittermary

Becky C. Torrence

Section Managers

SUPPORT STAFF

John W. Long, Publications & Graphics
Gregory J. Rest, Research Methods

Technical Services

e Robert B. Rotz

e

Associate Office Manager

• Desiree L. Asche, Computer Resources
Betsy M. Jackson, Publications Assistant

Project Team Leaders

Craig M. Burns
Linda Bacon Ford
Susan E. Massart
William L. Murray
Wayne M. T 1rnage

Project Team Staff

Beth A. Bortz
Barbara J. Ettner
Steven E. Ford
Deborah Moore Gardner
Harold E. Greer, III
Joseph J. Hilbert
Jack M. Jones
Marcus D. Jones
Melissa L. King
Rowena R. Pinto
Desmond Saunders-Newton
Ross J. Segel
E. Kim Snead
Paul Van Lenten

• Indicates staff with primary
assignments to this project

Reports
Revenue
in the Executiue Bnxnch,' Process and lvfodels, January 1991
Proposal for a Revenue Stabilization Fund in
1991
Catalog of Virginia's Economic
and Programs, February 1991

Review
Parole Process,
Compensation ofGene!,al Htif{tstrnrs,
The Reorganization

Sep,terrrber 1991
1991 Report to the General ilssmnbty, Se)ptemlJGr 1991
Substance Abuse and Sex
Treatrnent Services
Parole Eligible Inmates, September 1991
Review of Virginia's Executive Hctds;et Pr'oees.s, December 1991
Special Report: Evaluation a Health msurrrx U!'k!tm.tzctt;,sn
the ~4..dministration of Medicaid in
Virginia, January 1992

Interim Report,' Review nf'Virn•inin •,
Review of the

1992

Interim Report,· Review

lf!edicaid

1992
Catalog of State and Federal !v!andates on Local Governments, February 1992
Intergovernmental Mandates and Financial Aid to Local Governments, March 1992
Medicaid Asset
November 1992
Medicaid~ Financed
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Medicaid* Financed
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Review of Virginia's Administrative Process Act,
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Dental Care,
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Review of the
Medicaid
Final Summary Report, February 1993
Funding of Indigent
Care in
March 1993
State/Local Relations and Service
A Framework for Change, March 1993
1993 Update.· Catalog of State and Federall'e-1andates on Local Governments, June 1993
1993 Report to the General nssenw1y, tlepirenrbeT 1993
Evaluation of Inmate J.Wental Health
October 1993
Review of Inmate Medical Care and DOC
of Health Services, October 1993
Local Taxation of Public Service
November 1993
Review of the
December 1993
Review of the
Retirement
1994
The Virginia Retirement ::iy·stt:m Jnuestment in the RF&P Corporation, January 1994
Review of the State's
Public Employees, January 1994
Interim Report: Reuiew
Civil Commitment Process, January 1994
Special Repori.· Review
900 East A:fain Street
Renovation Project, March 1994
Review of State~ Owned ~Real Promrrty, October 1994
Review of Regional Planni;agDistrict Commi-ssions in Vi.rgrni.a, November 1994
Review of the lnuo.lUJita·ry Commitment Process, December 1994
Oversight of Health and
Conditions in Local Jails, December 1994
Solid Waste
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Review of the State Council
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